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Welcome Back

New Direction Sought
For Townhouse Community
Jennifer Luongo
Assistant News Editor
Residence life in the
townhouses is continuing to
undergo changes which are causing
tension between the students and
the administration.
The Townhouse Alcohol
Policy, written mainly by the
Fairfield University Student
Association two years ago, is being
strictly carried out this year.
Pat Rombalski, Associate
Director of Residence Life, and
now the supervisor of the
to wnhouse area, said, "The policies
themselves haven't really been
changed, but I want to make sure
they are enforced this year."
Enforcing these policies
will entail doing spot checks of all
registered townhouse parties to
make sure residents are following
all the rules carefully. All registered
parties are guaranteed at least one
spot check during the course of the
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in Claver, Loyola, Gonzaga, and
Campion.
Steve McSorley, '96,
shares a former lounge with three
roommates. He says, "I like it
because it's big." His roommate
Mike Finneran says,"It's terrific,
but it really doesn't matter that it's
a lounge."
Rossi says that, as of yet,
only one parent has expressed
concern about their child living in
a lounge. Both McSorley and
Finneran said their parents
expressed concern when they were
told their sons would be living in
the lounge, but have calmed down
since.
The students who have
complained about the situation are
upperclassmen who are unhappy
with losing their study lounges.

Sophomore Tony Polise says,"the
freshmen don't mind living in the
lounge because they've never had
a study lounge so they don't know
what it's like to have one on their
floor."
In reference to next year,
Rossi says the decision has not yet
been made if more upperclassmen
will be allowed to live off campus
to alleviate the problem for the
next three years. This decision
should be reached sometime in
mid-fall.
Rossi says this is not
being considered as the only
solution because the University is
under constant pressure from the
community about the growing
problems at the beach. "We are
just trying to please everyone," he
says.
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To help form this
community, Rob Malley, the first
Resident Advisor in the
townhouses, will be working on
social programming, as well as
acting as a liaison between the
townhouse residents and the
administration. In addition, he will
be on duty three nights a week,
helping to enforce the policies. So
far, Malley has gotten a mixed

FUSA Addresses Beach Problems

Debra De Shong
News Editor

Theoretically, the next
time a Fairfield beach resident calls
the police to complain about the
party noises blaring next door, a
fellow student will be at your house
before the police to alert you of the
coming visit from the boys in blue.
Created by FUSA in an
effort to improve relations with the
community, the Early Warning
System works to reduce the number
of tickets given out by the police
and hopefully the number of visits
they will have to pay Fairfield
students residing at the beach.
Every Thursday, Friday
and Saturday from 9 pm to 2 am, 2
Fairfield students, who are paid

$10 per hour and the cost of
mileage, stay perched next to a
phone awaiting a call to set them
into action.
Here' s how it is supposed
to work: a resident calls the police
with a complaint, the police call
Fairfield Security who in turn notify
the students "on duty."
The students then drive
to the house in question to warn the
owners that they have been reported
and advise them to keep the noise
level down or break up the party.
This rather round-about
system, backed by $22,000
allocated by FUSA, "still has some
kinks to be worked out," according
to Steve Shannon, the FUSA
president.
"Ideally, we would have

an office where the students can
wait for the calls and every beach
house would participate in
patrolling," says Shannon.
Some kinks in the system
as of this past weekend include the
ringer of the student phone turned
off for several hours, the police
failing to alert the students and
Security not being made aware of
the location of the students.
But according to
Shannon, the perfomance was
"decent" and will be refined in the
future.
One step was to issue
beepers to the students so they can
be alerted of another complaint
while responding to a previous call.
"This is not just for the
beach residents, it's an attempt to

improve relations with the
community and the police
department," says Shannon. The
police receive 3 to 4 complaints
about Fairfield students at the beach
every night.
The response from beach
students has been positive. Senior
Kate Reilly, a beach resident, says
"This new policy is beneficial to
everyone because it will keep the
neighbor harassment to a
minimum, as well as ease the strain
on beach residents who choose to
have parties."
It is yet to be seen how the
Early Warning System relieves
already strained relations between
the town, the police and the
university, but it shows the students
are willing to compromise.

Dormitories Overflow with the Class of 1996

In an attempt to make
room, a lottery took place over the
summer and the chance to move
Juniors who could not get off campus was offered to several
off campus in the lottery last spring, juniors. Only about 40 students
have the last laugh. The University took up the offer.
was desperately trying to fill rooms
The remaining spaces for
that were empty for the past year freshman were created by
by keeping as many upperclassman renovating vacant . Jesuit
as possible on campus. However, apartments into dorm rooms,
they failed to account for the large making large doubles into triples,
freshman class that descended upon and converting study lounges into
rooms housing up to 4 students.
Fairfield this month.
According to Rossi, this
Normally, the University
reserves 700 beds for the incoming is a last resort because it takes
class of about 750 students. The study space away from students
class of 1996 is a whopping 864 and can create complications for
students, 801 of whom reside on students living with three
campus. Rich Rossi, director of roommates. However, he claims
Residence Life, says, "It's a good the situation has "worked out well,
thing because it shows that the from the student point of view."
University is growing."
Lounges were converted
Debra De Shong
News Editor

Clinton and
Bush go nose
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Freshmen
encounter new
life at Fairfield
page 7

Jennifer Luongo
Assistant News Editor
The controversial issue
between townhouse residents and
the administration continues to be
whether or not townhouse living is
independent living.
Many students feel that
the University is infringing on their
independence and causing
problems by trying to enforce the
strict regulations which are stated
in the school's Townhouse Alcohol
Policy.
Pat Rombalski, Associate
Director of Residence Life, stated,
"I want students to run their own
community." However, he
disagrees that townhouse living is
independent. "The University is
still responsible if something
happens," he added.
However,
many
townhouse residents are upset by
the strict rules they are expected to
follow and the consequences if they
do not.
Students
are also
concerned that these restrictions at
the townhouses will cause more
problems at the beach and in the
dorms.
Craig Vigilante, '93,
F.U.S. A. Senate Vice President and
townhouse resident, said, "Instead
of placing stringent restrictions on
the townhouses, the administration
should have thought about the
problems that could be caused
elsewhere. People are more
inclined to drink in the dorms and
drive to the beach. Obviously, this
could have dangerous effects on
many students."
Lisa Massimo '93,
another townhouse resident,
echoed this concern. "The policies
are driving freshman off campus,"
she said.
Other students feel that
these policies are undermining their
ability to deal with problems that
may arise in their house.
Amy Spencer, '93, said,
"My parents have faith that I'll
make wise decisions here, but the
school doesn't feel that way at all."
According to Spencer, "By the time
we're ready to move up to the
townhouses, we're ready to deal
with its problems."
There will no doubt be
more controversy surrounding the
Townhouse Alcohol Policy in the
months ahead.
As the year progresses,
the administration will become
better aware of the results of this
policy and whether or not it is
working for the good of the
students.

Tim Griffin and Jen Sitnick follow TH policy,
night. If the residents fail to register
a party, they risk losing their
townhouse for a first offense.
Through implementing
these policies, Rombalski hopes to
allow students to "take more
responsibility for the community
through time." He also stressed,
"My agenda is to build and promote
the townhouse area as a community
and work with the students."

response from the students living
in the townhouses. "Some people
were really excited that I'm here,"
he said, "but some were upset."
However, he added, "The students
have been doing an excellent job
of following the policies. People
are being very cautious."
In addition to Rob Malley,
Father Paul Carrier, S.J., is now
living in the townhouses. Father
Carrier hopes to create a service
community, where students who
are interested in service work can
gather. He also wants to create a
place where those students can
come for meals, reflection, and
mass.
Pat Rombalski is also
working on some long term plans
to improve townhouse living. The
possibility of opening a coffee
house or a sit-down deli in the
townhouses is being discussed.
Rombalski said, "I want to create a
common area where townhouse
residents can hang their hat."

Townhouse
Policy Chips
Away at
Independence
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Campus Ministry
Welcomes NewAdditions

THe' frNNUftu

Lisa Gaffoglio
Staff Writer

The Rev. David S.
Jordan-Haas and Rev. Joseph
Schad, S.J. have been appointed to
full-time positions in the Campus
Ministry.
Rev. Jordan-Haas was a
part-time volunteer Protestant
ministerat the University last year.
He holds a bachelor of arts from
Cornell College in Iowa, and has a
master of divinity degree from
Harvard University Divinity
School.
Jordan-Haas said that he
has three goals for the upcoming
year. "I want to support and
encourage the University' s mission
of religious and cultural diversity
and openness," he said.
The second goal is to
identify the Protestant students and
faculty. Jordan-Haas wants to
integrate them into Campus
Ministry and give them a sense of
community.
Jordan-Haas says that his
last goal is to "cultivate and
promote an ecumenical spirit, and
an inter-faith and multi-cultural
spirit on campus."
There will be a Sunday
evening Protestant service on

Cheers
...to seeing friends again..to
welcome back parties..to
Screaming Vikings starting the
yearoff right..toTh 111 for having
the first fire alarm of the year..to
photo: K. Guterl
Rev. Jordan-Haas and Fr. Schad
the sisters at the Vatican..to the
As campus minister, return of the Weakies..to the High
September 27th at 8:30 PM in the
chapel, and an Ecumenical Bible Schad's primary goal is to see the Tide, the Loud House, the Blarney
and Prayer Group will meet on students becojne.Jnvoly.ed in the, Stone, Touch of Grey, The Sea
church. "This is an opportunity for Ranch, the Upper Deck, the Silly
Tuesday evenings.
In addition to his them to experience volunteer Gooscto TH 155, 124, 66, 44,
ministerial duties, Fr. Schad possibilities in their own lives, 41,53,115,106,38..toBoston..to
finally being legaL.to men from
teaches Video Scripting Writing serving others," he said.
On December 26th, out of town..to closet Democrats
and Production at Fairfield. He is
a graduate of the Rhode Island Schad will go to Ecuador where he who love Jack..to Irish pubs..to
School of Design, and has a will tape informational videos to the ladies of Dolan West..to the
guy who visits Dolan all the way
master's degree in Communication show at Fairfield.
Using his background in from Claver every day..to Bobs..to
Arts for Concordia University in
communications, Schad hopes to guys who carry bedframes..to
Montreal.
Fr. Schad also served in improve the public relations aspect Spin Doctors in New Haven..to
cheapies..to the garbage-man at
the Peace Corp in Arabia as the of Campus Ministry.
He stated, "I want to CUE weekend..to the flower man
Director of Photography for
Archaeology and National further encourage greater from lunch at Seilers. .to Herschel
Heritage. He did crisis counseling awareness and sensitivity to Walker..to Campion S, for they
in the Jesuit Volunteer Corp (JVC) women's issues, and multi-cultural will forever rule the quad..to an
for one year, and is currently the issues." He continued, "I've been officer and a gentleman in a teenie
support person for the new JVC very exhilarated by all of the bikini...to the cutest man alive,
possibilities that exist on campus." here we go again..
community in Bridgeport.

The Loss of Two Jesuits Felt by Community
Carrie Brown
Staff Writer
Fairfield University
recently suffered the loss of two
members of the Jesuit community.
The Rev. Thomas A. McGrath,
S.J., and Rev. Charles F. Duffy,
S.J., died this past summer.
Fr. McGrath, 73, died in a
one-car accident in Westport on
Sunday, May 31. Fr. Duffy, 80,
died at St. Vincent's Hospital in
Worcester, Mass. on Tuesday,
August 4,1992 after being injured
in an auto accident in July.
Fr. McGrath was born in
Quincy, MA, and entered the
Society of Jesus at Shadowbrook,
Lenox, MA in 1937. He became a
priest several years later in 1950.
He obtained his A.B. and
M.A. from Boston College, an
M. A. from Catholic University, and

his Ph.D. in psychology from
Fordham University.
From 1962 to 1976 and
from 1973 to 1976, Fr. McGrath
served as Chairman of the
Psychology Department. He
became a full professor in 1969
and Professor Emeritus when he
retired in 1989. In 1987, a
scholarship was established in his
name by the University.
Fr.
McGrath was
previously awarded a 50th
anniversary Jubilee Medal for his
service to the University.
Fr. Duffy was born in
Dorchester, Mass., January 29,
1912. He entered the Society of
Jesus at Shadowbrook in 1930.
After earning his degrees in
Philosophy and Theology at
Weston College in Massachusetts
and teaching at Boston College
High School he was ordained a
priest on June 13, 1942.

In 1964, Fr. Duffy was
named registrar of the University
for undergraduate as well as
graduate program.
From 1967 to 1977 he
served as registrar for the Graduate
School of Education and the former
Graduate
School
of
Communications.
In 1977, he retired from
the university but remained active
with ministry in hospitals, nursing
homes, and parishes, and was also
archivist for the Jesuit community.
Fr. Duffy received a
Jubilee Medal, as well, for his
dedicated service to the university.
The Rev. Michael
Boughton, S.J., rector of the
Farifield Jesuit Community, stated,
"Fr. Duffy was a gentle, wonderful
priest; a man who loved God very
much... we at Fairfield were much
blessed with his presence and now
have a true friend in Heaven."

..to the end of summer..to outrageous
lines and bills at the bookstorcto
theives at the beach, you know who
you are and so do we..to sleeping on
the floor..to puking..to Head
Residents coming to your party
univited..to uninvited guests in
generaL.to puking..to calls from
security at 4 am..to water fountains
that explode..to the slow death of
the nightlife at Fairfield..to nosey
neighbors..to boring teachers..to
being stranded in Boston and to
trains that don't arrivcto the return
of the cutest man alive...to sprained
ankles..to being in the city for 10
seconds and losing all your
friends..to slow RA's..to rejection,
confusion, and exhaustion..to
friends who now act like they don't
know you..to strangers who act like
they do know you..to friends who
diss you and don't come to your
party. .to people throwing up in your
sink..to being behind in all your
classes and it's only the third
week..to working very long hours
to put this paper together... •

Buildings Renamed

Students emerge from Donnaruma Hall
Caitlin M. Whelan
Staff Writer

The campus seems
pretty much the same as we left it
in May, doesn't it? Not quite.
This year, as we climb the hill
from Bannow to FOB, we find
ourselves approaching —
Donnarumma Hall?
Yes, it's true. Two of the
main buildings at Fairfield have
been renamed over the summer.
The Faculty Office Building,
"Will the earth survive?" is the big question Dr. William Niering will better known as FOBvhas been
discuss when he speaks at the Campus Center on Tuesday, Sept. 29 at 8 pm named for Professor Carmen F.
Donnarumma, who retired after
as part of the Olin Lecture Series on the Environment.
45 years at Fairfield.
In addition, the Campus
Dr. Frank Rimglinger, assistant professor of mathematics at has been
Center now bears the name of Dr.
awarded a Fulbright Post-Doctoral Research Grant to conduct research in
John A. Barone, the University
Barcelona, Spain, this fall.
Provost who also retired this year
after 42 years of service.
Fairfield University has received a federal grant to expand the
Professor Donnarumma
Upward Bound Program which helps Bridgeport students prepare for
was among those who welcomed
college. The university was awarded $241,935 for the 1992-1993 school year and is expected to receive
the first class at Fairfield
approximately $725,000 over the next three years to continue the program.
University in 1947,accordingtoa
University press release.
Fairfield University has received a federal grant of $280,000 for the next three years to create a
Known for his personal
new program to train 20 special education teachers to become specialists in intervention and consulting.
interest in and support for his
students, he was a professor of
For the first time in University history, the alumni association has elected a woman president.
both history and political science,
Janet Canepa is a 1982 graduate and currently works as a marketing administrator for IBM.
as well as the advisor to pre-law
students.
In memory of Aileen Thomann, the University student who died last year of medical
In 1982, when the
complications, a scholarship fund is in place to help deserving students meet the cost of their education.
university established a "Teacher
of the Year" award, students
Fairfield University will receive a $65,000 federal grant to launch a program for School of
singled him out for the honor. He
Business faculty and student interns to assist the Bridgeport Foreign Trade Zone and small businesses in
was
chosen as an Outstanding
New England. The grant is renewable for a second year.
Educator in America, and he has

Campus Crier

Boos

photo: K. Guterl

twice been named Outstanding
Professor at Fairfield. The Alumni
Association awarded him the
Distinguished Service Award in
1976. In 1992, Donnarumma was
the recipient of the Distinguished
Faculty Award.
Professor Donnarumma
remarked that the renaming of the
Faculty Office Building in his honor
was "a most surprising and pleasing
gift. It makes me feel especially
happy that I have been accepted as
part of the Jesuit tradition."
Dr. John Barone, aresident
of Fairfield, joined the chemistry
faculty in 1950.
In 1966, Dr. Barone was
named Vice President of University
Planning. Four years later he began
to serve as University Provost, the
first lay administrator among the
country's 28 Jesuit colleges and
universities to do so.
In response to the
renaming of the Campus Center in
his honor, Dr. Barone remarked,
"This honor and others given to me
in recognition of the service I
performed, because I believe in the
University, was not only pleasing to
me and my family but far more than
I could ever have anticipated."
The students appear to.be
comfortable with the new identities
of the buildings. As one sophomore
remarks, "It is a fitting tribute to two
faculty members who devoted
themselves to furthering the Jesuit
ideal."
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Where They Stand:Excerpts From Their Platforms

Clinton

Debra De Shong
News Editor

Bush
CLiNTONl

Taxes
Clinton advocates cutting income taxes of most Americans by 10
percent and offsetting the cost with higher taxes on those with incomes'
above $200,000. He also plans to cut capital gains tax for investments held
at least five years in new businesses.
:
Families
"Children should not have children. We need a national crackdown'
on deadbeat parents..Family and medical leave will insure that workers,
don't have to choose between family and work..We favor insuring quality
and affordable child-care for working parents."
Homosexuality/Civil and Equal Rights
"We support ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment..civil
rights protection for gay men and lesbians and an end to Defense
Department discrimination.'
Health Care
Clinton would require employers to provide private insurance
coverage for workers or pay an additional tax into a public fund to cover
the uninsured. He also favors the establishment of a government board to
regulate medical-care prices. According to the platform, "All Americans
should have universal access to quality, affordable health care-not as a
privilege, but as a right."
The Environment
"The United States must become a leader, not an impediment,
in the fight against global warming." Clinton himself calls for the
reduction in energy consumption by at least one-quarter. He also
advocates stopping any new nuclear power plants from being built
unless a safe way can be found to dispose of the waste.

i

Taxes
"We will cut the capital gains tax rate to 15 percent-zero in
enterprise zones-and index it so government cannot profit from
inflation by taxing phantom capital gains, literally stealing from
savings and pensions."
Family Values
"Elements within the media, the entertainment industry, academia,
and the Democratic Party are waging guerrilla war against American
values..Republicans believe government should strengthen families,
not replace them. Today, more than ever, the traditional family is
under assault. We believe our laws should reflect what makes our
Nation prosperous and wholesome: faith in God, hard work, service
to others, and limited government."

Homosexuality
"We oppose any legislation or law which legally recognizes
same-sex marriages and allows such couples to adopt children or
provide foster care.."
Health Care
"Republicans believe government control of health care is
irresponsible and ineffective. We believe health care choices should
remain in the hands of the people, not government bureaucrats."
Education
"Schools should teach right from wrong.. We should
increase flexibility from Federal regulation. We should explore a new
generation of break-the-mold New American schools..Good teachers
should be rewarded for teaching well, .we support the right for
students to engage in voluntary prayer in schools."

Capital Punishment
Clinton favors the death penalty.

Welfare
"Today's welfare system is anti-work and anti-marriage. It
taxes families to subsidize illegitimacy. It rewards unethical behavior
Welfare
and penalizes initiative. It cannot merely be tinkered with by
"Welfare should be a second chance, not a way of life. We want Congress, it must be recreated by states and localities."
to break the cycle of welfare by adhering to two simple principles: no
one who is able to work can stay on welfare forever, and no one who
Abortion
works should live in poverty." Clinton plans to provide training and
"We believe the unborn child has a fundamental individual
child-care but in most instances require an adult, after two years on
right to life which cannot be infringed. We therefore reaffirm our
welfare, to take a private or public service job of lose benefits.
support for a human life amendment to the Constitution, and we
endorse legislation to make clear that the Fourteenth Amendment's
Abortion
protections apply to unborn children."
"Democrats stand behind the right of every woman to choose,
consistent with Roe v. Wade, regardless of ability to pay, and support a
The Arts
national law to protect that right." '
"We condemn the use of public funds to subsidize obscenity
and blasphemy masquerading as art..No artist has an inherent right to
Education
claim taxpayer support for his or her private vision of art if that vision
"We oppose the Bush administration's efforts to bankrupt the
mocks the moral and spiritual basis on which our society is founded."
public school system..through private school vouchers.A Domestic G.I.
Bill will enable all Americans to borrow money for college, so long as
Drugs
they are willing to pay it back over time."
"The Republican Party is committed to a drug-free
America..We urge that states and communities emphasize anti-drug
The Arts
education by police officers and others in schools to educate young
"We believe in..a National Endowment for the Arts that is free
children to the dangers of the drug culture. Dope is no longer trendy."
from political manipulation.."

s

Write for The Mirror!!!!!
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Fairfield
Prepares to
Rock the Vote
If you've tuned into MTV
at all these past few months, as
most of our age group has, then
you've probably noticed an
abundance of commercials
consisting of rock stars and
Hollywood residents telling you to
"Rock the Vote." It is all part of a
nationwide campaign to get
persons in the 18-24 age group to
get out and register. FUSA is taking
part in this growing movement by
making it possible for students to
register to vote right here on
campus.
According to the Census
Bureau, 26 million men and women
in the 18-24 age group are eligible
to vote but only 40 percent of this
group is registered. Jamie Harmon,
president of the College Democrats
of America, told College Press
Service (CPS) that 80 percent of
registered college students vote.
Rob Maina, a vicepresident of FUSA, who heads up
the endeavor says that he would
like to see the entire student body
registered to vote. "We are
residents here and if all 2,000
students registered, we could
realistically sway an election," says
Maina.
The thrust of the drive is
aimed at freshmen because they
will be residents of Fairfield for
the next four years and there are
local elections every year. "They
will be living here for a while so
they might as well have a voice,"
says Maina. Ultimately, he would
like to make registering a part of
freshman orientation.
As of now, approximately
500 students have already
registered and FUSA is hopeful
that this number will increase on
October 1 when Fairfield
participates in National Student
Voter Election Day.
There
was
minor
resistance from the town of
Fairfield when Maina initiated the
process. There appeared to be a
problem concerning the legality of
the process , but with the help of a
lawyer referred to Maina by the
League of Women Voters, the town
relented and student registration
resumed. "The town was not very
happy about it, but we are prepared
to fight a battle if we have to," says
Maina.

TUTOR CHILDREN & GAIN
MORE THAN YOU GIVE!
• Community Service looks great on a
resume
• You can make a difference in a
child's life

HAIR WORKS UNISEX HAIR SALON
576-1405
(ACROSS FROM THE CAR WASH 2nd FLOOR) Tyla & Bill Stephens

KEEP THAT SUMMER TAN
EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW! ^
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1356 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn. New York 11230

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL *1000
INJUSTONEWEEKI
PLUS $1000 FOR THE MEMBER WHO CALLSI
No obligation. No cost
You also gel • FREE HEADPHONE RADIO just for calling
1-800-932-0528, ExL 65

BASIC is an after-school tutorial
program for elementary
school children offered by the
Boys' and Girls' Club of
Bridgeport.

Call Julie at 368-4644
for information

as*-
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Fairfield
Honored in Two
Publications

The High Price of Books:
A Growing Concern

Karen Lee
Staff Writer

Rosalind E. Van Tuyl
Staff Writer
"I cannot believe how much I spent
on books!" said sophomore biology major,
Maggie Reagan.
An informal survey revealed that
most students at Fairfield University can't
believe their ears. Students who are not
majoring in the sciences spend an average of
$350 to $400 a semester on books. Nursing,
biology and chemistry majors can spend as
much as $750 per a semester.
To incoming freshmen, these
figures are nowhere near the $500-for-theentire-year estimate that the University
publishes.
So, what is going on here? Tuition
is up, the economy is down, and spending
upwards of $350 a semester on books is
downright ridiculous.
The Fairfield University Bookstore
takes a lot of heat for students' large textbook
bills, but there are many factors that go into
how much a student will ultimately spend on
books.
The main reason that books cost so
much is that books are expensive to make.
Production costs are up, books are bigger,
thicker, and have more graphics and color
photos than they did ten years ago.
The publishers set a rate and the
retailers, like Fairfield University Bookstore,
must price according to those figures.
John Berger, textbook manager of
the Fairfield University Bookstore, explains,
"We have costs to cover and we always price
our books according to the market."
But a lot of cost is simply a factor
of the volume of books certain professors
require for their classes. Students who get
professors who require six books for a class
will generally pay more than a student who
is required to buy two books.
Still, the frustration students seem
to have is not so much with the cost of the

K. Guterl

Neil Robertson awaits the total for his books
new books, but with the small amounts they
receive whey they sell the books back, A
senior economics major spent about $150
for an Anti-trust & Regulation class last year
and received a little over $20 when he sold
back the books. Biology and nursing major
are finding that often they can't sell back
their most expensive books.
"The problem that students in the
sciences have is that the books they need are
constantly being updated and upgraded. In
order to assure that students have the best
quality education possible, it is necessary to
teach from the textbooks that offer the most
accurate and up-to-date information," says
Berger.
If a book is going to be used in the
future, the bookstore will buy back as many
as possible at 50% of the current new book
value (usually regardless of book condition,
provided there are no pages missing and the
cover is intact.) This means that if a students
purchases a book, new, for $50 and when
they go to sell it back, the price of the book
new is now $60, the book store will buy it
back for $30. Used books are resold at 75%
of the current new book value.
The good news is that a used book,
purchased at 75% of the new book value can
conceivably be sold back for 50% of the new
book value. In other words, the student is
really getting 67% .

However, the bad news is that
getting 67% of one's purchase price js a
"best care scenario." By and large, the books
are not needed for the next semester and are
bought back at far less than 50% of the new
book price-usually a lot closer to 10%.
"If there is a problem," says Doug
Brouder, the general manager of the Fairfield
University Bookstore, "if students feel they
are getting a bad deal, I am happy to talk to
them. I don't want anyone to feel like the
bookstore is ripping them off."

STUDY IN

IRELAND
Spring 1993

St. Patrick's College

University of Limerick

Maynooth, Ireland

Limrick, Ireland

• Liberal Arts Program
• 30 Student Maximum
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

• Business Program Option
• International Student Village
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

SPONSORING COLLEGES
St. Bonaventure University-Mohegan Community College
For more information, contact:

CCIS

f

Suite 203B
301 Oxford Valley Road
Yardley, PA 19067
(215)493-4224

al s place cafe
Welcomes you back!
To reintroduce you to our establishment, bring
this ad and receive a FREE drink of your choice!
OFFER GOOD THRU SEPT. 30th
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
2 ID's including picture A MUST!

i
i

$2 OFF
SUPERCUTS
FAIRFIELD
1202 Kings Highway Culoll
(in the Circle Plaza)
MF 9 9. Sal. 9 6. Sun. 10-3
2550608
Not valid with any other offer.

Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden,
Germany, Portugal, Greece, Israel, Spain, France, Mexico,
Ecuador, Colombia, China. Switzerland.

The College Consortium
for International Studies

YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!

r

"Fairfield University is renowned
for offering students a superb learning
experience of exceptional quality. Since our
main purpose is to alert consumers to the
best value among colleges, Fairfield is a
natural choice," stated David Wilson, editor
of The College Choice report.
Wilson's publication, the "Guide
to 101 of the Best Values in America's
Colleges and Universities", as well as the
1993 Fiske Guide to "The Best and Most
Interesting Colleges in America" include
Fairfield in their compilation of the best
schools in America.
This marks the second year in a
row that Fairfield is included in the Wilson
publication. The Guide book profiles 101
schools in 38 states naming Fairfield one of
the most exemplary. In selecting the 101
colleges, editors tracked college cost trends,
university academic reputation as well as
interviews with students and faculty.
According to Dr. Robert Wall,
Fairfield's academic vice-president, Fairfield
is one of the youngest colleges to qualify for
the Fiske Guide. Fiske cited the community
service work by students as well as the
excellent clinical opportunities in the School
of Nursing.
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1996 Post Road
Fairfield

1900 Black Rock Tpke.
Fairfield

254-0321

334-3336

Buy One/Get One

Buy any footlong Sub or large sajad
and get one of equal or lesser valise
P*REE — with the purchase oi ai
22 oz. cup of soft drink.

*SUB
Good at Paitkfpaiin£ Stores Only
Not food w ih eny other offer.
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Outstanding people
stand out at Caldor.
In fact, our future is the future of our people. They're the
kind of people who know where they're going and want to get
there fast. Creative, ambitious and smart. Self-starters who
seize opportunity and run with it.

vJur Executive Training Program gives you that
opportunity. It is designed for college graduates who
want to stand out in big business and excel. Caldor
prizes individuality, applauds diversity and recognizes
achievement.

Join us and make the transition from the academic
world to the business world with the Northeast's
fastest growing retailer.

We'll be on campus interviewing November 3rd, 1992.

i lease drop off your resume at the Career Planning
Center by October 6th, 1992.

Sueann Johnston
Fairfield '90
Assistant to
Sr. Vice President: Hardlines
Assistant Buyer
Caldor, Inc.

L/aldor is an equal opportunity employer.

CALDOR
Michael DeMarco
Fairfield '92
Financial Analyst
Caldor, Inc.

Our People Make the Difference

Advertisement
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{g)o I takeTAe M/crok,b/ogV 0f poW/a//y
Pafhogen/c Befa-Wemo/yf/'c fireptoCocci!
Or 'The &volu+/onoftfie tffuat/on C°rnedy.'
Do I really want to live wi+h Judy the

neat freaK-^Jii.Ican'+beWerv/e
got Uhtil Monday to decide if I'm 3 Biology
or a Theatre major. Have I Completely lo$f
it ? VJill I ever be able to make a decWon,
again? V/a/Y a /Wni/te, ju/T ye/ferdayjwar
able +o p/ck a phone company w/'f h
absolutely no problem...%,there ir hope."
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II 1:
With AT&T, choosing a phone company is easy
Because when you sign up for AT&T Student
Saver Plus, you can pick from a complete line
of products and services designed specifically to fit your
needs while you're in college. Whatever they may be.
Our Reach Out* Plans can save you money on AT&T
Long Distance, no matter where and when you call. Call
Manager* will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from

the ones your roommates make. And the AT&T Calling
Card makes it easy to call from almost anywhere to
anywhere, Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first
call is free**
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long
distance service.
AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's
easy to make.

Tb sign up for AHST Student Saver Plus, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 85L
©1992 AT&T 'This service mav not be available in residence halls on your campus. Must have true touch tone telephone and service.
"You'll receive one S3 AT&T LD. Certificate equivalent to 22 minutes of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling based on rates effective 6/B/92. You could get more or
fewer minutes depending on where or when you call. Offer limited to one certificate per student

AT&T
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Seminar Helps Women
to Lighten Up
Dana Felmlee
Features Editor
When was the last time you
pigged out on a pint of New York
Super Fudge Chunk, and then cried
for a week because you felt like a
Super Fudge Chunk? Kate Alessi
of the Health Center is attempting
to help women change their
attitudes toward food and self
image in a seminar she will be
conducting called "Women, Food
and Body Image: Are you
'weighing' your self-esteem?".
"I've heard stories that the
females on campus can't go get ice
cream in Seiler's because the guys
start mooing or making
comments." says Alessi, "That's
really unfortunate, It's a direct
message to females: Youshouldn't
eat ice cream because you're a
woman and you're going to get
fat." There is no argument that the
cultural expectation of women to

have the body of a fourteen year
old boy— but with breasts.
Who doesn't feels a sense of
inadequacy when paging through
a Cosmo or Glamour? Alessi's
seminar is designed to address just
these feelings. "Everyone has their
set point body weight. It's the
constant cycle of dieting that's
really dangerous. Most women
will say they are on a diet at any
given point. This group is focused
toward learning how to eat more
healthily; it's about nutrition, body
image and self-esteem. In these
aspects it is an educational
seminar."
The group aspect, as opposed
to individual counseling, is an
important aspect of the seminar
Alessi feels because, "...it is an
opportunity for women to hear
feedback from other women with
similar concerns.
"This is not a group specifically
for eating disorders," she stresses

"I hope I can educate women about
nutrition and eating behaviors."
The seminar will not only
educate students about food issues,
but will provide a supportive
environment for the discussion of
self-esteem. " The current trend to
fitness and thinness to the point of
being excessive is that drive to
"weigh" your self-esteem.
" Your self-esteem is made up of
a lot of different things. You're
being pretty hard on yourself when
your whole self-esteem is based on
how much you weigh. A lot of
women "weigh" their whole self
worth on what they look like."
People spend so much time
trying to change instead of liking
who they are right now." concludes
Alessi. Hopefully the seminar will
help someone who may be at risk
for an eating disorder. If nothing
else, the seminar on Women, Food
and Body Image will teach us all to
lighten up a little bit on ourselves.

A Freshman View of the First
Fourteen Days
Jennifer Marsh
Staff Writer
On Monday, September 7,
1992 the class of 1996 arrived on
Fairfield University campus to
begin their first days of college
life. Strings of cars swarmed onto
the campus, each passing by the
Fairfield Stag and many juniors
who voluntarily helped with the
Orientation program. Each car was
fully packed with crates, clothes,
food, TV's, stereos, and anything
else that might fit into the not-sospacious dormitory rooms. Here
was where every freshman was to
live, learn, eat (maybe), and party
(maybe not) for the next nine
months of their lives.
For about two hours
following hectic arrivals, a number
of things wildly took place. Not
only were freshmen getting a
workout running up and down the
stairs, but family members and
friends got to join in too. Once
people got all of their possessions
up to their room, it became an
intense race to change the dull,
unattractive decor into a second
home. When this challenging task
was completed, the next move was
over tot he campus center.
Classes were then only two
days away, so getting to the

bookstore was high on the priority
list. Unfortunately, for the student
who was eager to quickly get their
books and go, the line was not a
pretty sight! After standing in what
seemed like a sauna for about an
hour, patience ran extremely low.
The task of purchasing books
turned out to be a most expensive
and frustrating task. Although, for
many freshmen, figuring out how
to work the mailboxes appeared to
be an equally frustrating
experience.
Soon it was time for the
parents to leave and for real college
life to begin...
As of today, approximately
two weeks have passed since that
nerve-racking first day. Every
freshman has probably learned that
Canisius 3 is really on the fourth
floor, it's not that easy to get a cab
to the beach even if you do call,
walking to Dolan to eat is really
that far, and that there is other food
to order out besides pizza.
Although two weeks is a
fairly short period of time, a lot of
adjusting has already taken place.
Every freshman has some
help in the adjustment and here is
what some had to say. Franny
Dowling '96 said, "I feel like the
sophomores and juniors have been
really helpful in the adjustment."

Ken Kegan '96 felt, "It was a real
tough adjustment, but the friendly
people have definitely made me
feel more at ease." Aimee Cronin
'96 gave credit to someone in her
dorm, "My R.A. was really great
during the first week of adjusting."
One particular subject that
most freshmen have a strong
opinion on is the rules.
One student said "I expected to
have more freedom when I came to
college, but with all these rules I
feel like I am still at home!" One
anonymous student asked, "How
am I supposed to learn to be an
adult when I don't have any
freedom?" As far as this subject
goes, it will be up to the freshmen
to decide their fates.
And now, looking back to
those first two days
of orientation when freshmen
were constantly running to the
Quick Center, there was one spoken
fact that can't be overlooked. The
class of 1996 has been declared the
largest freshman class ever to enter
Fairfield University!
It has also been declared
"the best class" ever to enter
Fairfield. Will the freshmen live
up to both of these recognitions?
That will only be known when
Commencement 1996 begins, four
years from now.
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My Big Mouth
Campus Plants Rally, "It's Miller Time!"
Dana Felmlee
Features Editor
It all began inno
cently enough, polite guests at
parties would, instead of overtly
insulting their host's poor taste in
liquor, simply dump the Riunite
into the nearest available potted
plant. The plant didn't seem to be
affected adversely, in fact, it often
perked up and became a "party
vegetable" so to speak. Not to
mention the fact that the host was
saved the utter embarrassment oi
being called tacky.
But the new "search
and destroy" alcohol policy of the
townhouses, instead of just mak
ing anyone who has a decent social
life repressed and bored like the
people who created the policy, has
also brought a new social disease
into being—plant alcoholism.
These leafy lushes
are the direct result of the Gestapo-like tactics used by the Administration.
Picture if you will, this scenario:
Jane Fairfield wants to have a party. She registers it and
invites 49 of her 50 friends (snubbed friend #50 meanwhile flings
herself from a watertower).
The party begins! All 49 of Jane's friends show their
valid fake ID's. Poor Jane doesn't know the difference, for since the
publicity about steroids she isn't as pumped up as before and was subsequently fired from her job at the Pickalilly Biker Bar and Grille.
She is easily fooled by a group of underaged hooligans
with Oklahoma driver's licenses. "Hmm," Jane ponders, "their
accent is so subtle."
Suddenly a hush falls over the crowd as the Farifield
University Skunk Patrol storms into the townhouse, clickers and
notepads a'ready to snag the evil fun-seekers!
A collective "splash" is heard in every planter and
windowbox in the room.
Imagine, a 150 lb. person can absorb roughly 3 beers
before they are impaired. A typical Ficus weighs about 5 lbs. and is
absorbing 4 beers all at once without the benefit of the attractively
displayed snacks on the kitchen table!
Is the ideally dull, responsible campus really worth the
abuse of our blooming buddies?
The Mums of TH 92 say no. "We are Adult Seedling of
Alcoholics and as survivors of the dry campus transitions at Villanova, we know the havoc it causes.
Hanging Spider Plants are even more vehement. "As
hanging plants, wetend to get nauseated more easily. One drink too
many and we wake up in a cloudof our own carbon dioxide, it's disgusting."
"At first," an anonymous Hydrangea admits, "I liked it.
Sure I'd get the munchies and photosynthesize at night, and in the
morning I'd have cotton-leaf and my stem would be killing me. Now
I find myself sneaking into the fridge for a beer when everyone is in
classes.
Plant sexual assault is also on the rise. The prevailing
opinion among macho cactii being, "She had too much to drink. She
had big blooms. Come on she was asking for it!"
So the next time your beer is missing, don't yell at your
housemate— blame the fern.

Freshman Year Truly Proves to be ff an Experience"
Jennifer Marsh
Staff Writer
On Monday, September7,
1992 the class of 1996 arrived on
Fairfield University campus to
begin their first days of college
life. Strings of cars swarmed onto
the campus, each passing by the
Fairfield Stag and many juniors
who voluntarily helped with the
Orientation program.
Each car was fully packed
with crates, clothes, food, TV's,
stereos, and anything else that
might fit into the not-so-spacious
dormitory rooms. Here was where
every freshman was to live, learn,
eat (maybe), and party (maybe not)
for the next nine months of their

lives. ■

nm m iw( who was eager to quickly get their
For about ^w.p.;4ipurs;,ji. books and go, the line was not a
following hectic arrivals, a number pretty sight!
After standing in what
of things wildly took place. Not
only were freshmen getting "a. ■ seemed like a sauna for about an
workout running up and down the hour, patience ran extremely low.
stairs, but family memberW and The task of purchasing books
friends got to join in too.
turned out to be a most expensive
Once people got all of their and frustrating task. Although, for
possessions up to their room, it many freshmen, figuring out how
became an intense race to change to work the mailboxes appeared to
the dull, unattractive decor into a be an equally frustrating
second home.
When this experience.
Soon it was time for the
challenging task was completed,
the next move was over tot he parents to leave and forreal college
life to begin...
campus center.
As of today, approximately
Classes were then only two
days away, so getting to the two weeks have passed since that
bookstore was high on the priority nerve-racking first day. Every
list. Unfortunately, for the student freshman has probably learned that

Canisius 3 is really on the fourth
floor, that it's not that easy to get a
cab to the beach even if you do call,
that walking to Dolan to eat is
really that far, and that there is
other food to order out besides
pizza.
Although two weeks is a
fairly short period of time, a lot of
adjusting has already taken place.
Every freshman has some
help in the adjustment. Franny
Dowling said, "I feel like the
sophomores and juniors have been
really helpful in the adjustment."
Ken Kegan felt that, "It was a real
tough adjustment, but the friendly
people have definitely made me
feel more at ease."
Aimee Cronin gave credit

to someone in her dorm, "My R.A.
was really great during the first
week of adjusting."
As far as fitting in goes,
every freshmen probably has
someone or something that they' re
grateful to for making it a little
easier. As those opinions vary
from person to person, there is one
topic where the opinion is pretty
unanimous. This topics happens
to be the food.
Erin Daugherty '96 said,
"If I keep eating the way I have
been, I'll be about fifty pounds by
Christmas!" Mark McCarthy and
Jon Lewis both '96 said, "The food
is stagnant.... But we did have one
good breakfast."

(continued to p. 8)
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Claire's Clamor: If Life is a Highway,
How Did I End Up in Jersey ?
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief
I'm driving home from a
tedious day at work, down a long
stretch of highway. The bumperto-bumper traffic is packed like a
herd of elephants linked trunk to
tail in some kind of jungle convoy.
I'm stopped some twentyfive cars back from a red light, and
fifty yards before my turnoff. I
think to myself, "What's the point
of waiting at this light when I'm
not driving through it?" So I jut my
car onto the shoulder and proceed
toward my exit.
I can see the sign for the
exit ramp a few yards in front of
me, when all of a sudden it is
eclipsed by the looming form of a
police officer. He doesn't wave a
.22-caliber or even brandish his
billy club, but his mere appearance
in the path of my vehicle, arm
extended in that cop-like, "make
my day" style, is enough to halt
me.
A typical greeting would
be "Hello, how are you?" followed
by some inane comment about the
weather. But does Mr. Cop-withan-Attitude follow the greeting
etiquette? No. His first words to
me are, "Hold it right there,"
followed by "Don't move." I feel
like a convict who has just been
nabbed trying to go over the wall.
Although he is not holding his gun
on me, he is still standing in my
way, and since it isn't on my agenda

to run anyone over (his bulletstudded belt would probably shred
my tires anyway, with my luck), I
oblige him and wait patiently while
he does his typical cop thing of
making me sweat it out. You know
the routine. He sits in his car and
pretends to scribble something
down on his clipboard, which ends
up being a grocery list or a note to
call his mother. But the act serves
its purpose, because automatically
I assume he's placing an APB out
on me. Quickly I stash my radar
detector (which has been beeping
rapid-fire this whole time — shut
up; I know that should have been
an indication not to pull this stunt)
under my seat and fish around in
my glove compartment for my
registration.
Finally, he saunters over
to my car, glaring at me with those
grey eyes which are about as soft
as the bullets in his pistol, I flash
him my best kiss-up smile, which
more closely resembles the stunned
fear of a deer caught in the
headlights of an oncoming semi.
He does not seem to be
moved by my unspoken plea for
mercy.
"You people are a pain in
the neck," he says.
My trapped animal stare
slowly fades. Wait a minute, I
think. He doesn't even know me
and already he's calling me a pain.
So I decide to give Mr. Cop-withan-Attitude the same treatment.
"First of all," I say, "I'm

not people, I'm a person. Second,
in such a boring town as this, you
should be thankful that I gave you
something to do besides sit there
and watch the traffic go by."
Fully expecting to be fitted
for a new hole in my head with his
.22 at this point, I wince inwardly,
but I don't let on that I can no
longer breathe.
He either does not hear me,
or is giving me one more chance to
live.
"I'm sticking out like a sore
thumb, and you people still insist
on driving on the shoulder!"
Apparently he still thinks
he's talking to more than one
person, but TlHt th& go. J"' '6 '■ii-i
"Believe me, officer, if I
had known you were sitting there,
I certainly wouldn't have done it."
Then I laugh, a nervous,
"Oh God, he's going to shoot me
right here" chuckle.
And he laughs with me.
Now I know I'm going to
die. No one has ever seen a police
officer laugh and has lived to tell
about it.
But he doesn't shoot me.
He doesn't tap me on the head
repeatedly with his billy club. He
doesn't even give me a ticket. He
just smiles and says, "Go on, get
out of here. And don't ride on the
shoulder anymore."
A cop with a sense of
humor while on duty. Who would
have thought it possible?
Only in New Jersey.

Freshman Experience
(contined from p. 7)
One particular subject that most freshmen have a strong
opinion on is the rules. Many people have a lot to say about this touchy
topic. Here is what some freshmen had to say. "I expected to be treated
more as an adult and not have so many restrictions." (Laura Setteducate
'96) Another freshman, Rose Mercurio, agreed, "I expected to have
more freedom when I came to college, but with all these rules I feel like
I am still at home!" One anonymous student asked, "How am I
supposed to learn to be an adult when I don't have any freedom?" As
far as this subject goes, it will be up to the freshmen to decide their
fates.
And now, looking back to those first two days of orientation
when freshmen were constantly running to the Quick Center, there was
one spoken fact that can't be overlooked. The class of 1996 has been
declared the largest freshman class ever to enter Fairfield University!
It has also been declared "the best class" ever to enter Fairfield. Will
the freshmen live up to both of these recognitions? That will only be
known when Commencement 1996 begins, four years from now.
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METS vs PITTSBURGH
Baseball Game
WHEN: Oct. 3, 1992
TIME:
11:15 AM
WHERE: SHEA Stadium, NY

TIX SALES: Lunch & Dinner
Freshman pass holders pick
up tix on 9/28 (Mon) & 9/30
(Wed) All others on 10/1
(Thurs) & 10/2 (Fri)
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Syllabus = Stress? Maybe Not...
Kathi Sorcinelli
Staff Writer
Quoted this week:
"I'm already stressed just looking
at it." by a Junior looking at a
syllabus in Canisius 304.
A syllabus can tell
you when to write papers, study for
tests, read specific pages, and
especially when to feel stressed.
But this year you can take steps to
manage the stress your syllabus
gives you.

Make choices
A few pieces of paper
that list assignments and dates
cannot provoke feelings in you.
Assignment are conditions. Stress
is the way you react to conditions.
"Between stimulus and response
there is choice," according to
Stephen Covey, author of The
Seven Habits of Highly Effective
People.
Covey says you
decide how circumstances affect
you. If you feel overwhelmed
writing a paper, you have made a
choice to feel that way. To avoid
distress, react positively to
conditions. Decide to make your
syllabus challenge and motivate
you.

found that students who had the
most hopeful attitudesperformed
best in school regardless of high
school grades or SAT scores. Dr.
Synder suggests people learn to
think positively about their
character. You fail because you
use wrong methods, not because
you have a character flaw. In most
cases coping methods and
strategies determine academic
success.

Stay healthy
Read your syllabus
carefully. Does your syllabus
restrict the amount of sleep you
get? Have your teachers instructed
you to consume large amounts of
sugar and caffeine to^ompenfate
for sleep? Are you only allowed to
exercise when you walk from
Bannow to Canisius? Probably
not.
Rethink the way you
read your syllabus. When you are
healthy, you perform better on
assignments. Exercise releases.
Sleep helps you stay awake and
concentrate during the day. A diet
without a lot of sugar and caffeine
will give you a sustained energy
level. When you feel your best,
you react your best to assignments.

Food and Stress:
Why Dunkin' Donuts is not the
Answer

walk, listen to music, or read a
favorite book. You won't be
wasting time, you'll gain energy
so you can work more efficiently.

Breathe in, breathe out
You might want to
escape your syllabus by doing
relaxation exercises. Relaxation
exercises release tension and clear
your mind. Find a quiet spot. Play
soft, slow music. Let thoughts of
the day come in and out of your
mind. Acknowledge them and let
those thoughts go. Slowly tighten
your right hand.
Then release.
Work through the rest of your body.
One by one, tighten then release
the arms, feet, shins, thighs,
stomach, face and eyes. Try to
spend twenty minutes relaxed. The
relaxation exercises will calm you
so you can better manage your
stress.
The less stress you
place upon yourself, the better you
will perform, so follow these tips
and have a successful semester!

Kathi Sorcinelli
Staff Writer
Did you know that some of the
foods touted as being "energy foods
can actually sabotage your study
plans? Here is a rundown on foods
you may want to avoid during an
all-nighter.
The Big One. Caffeine can increase
nervousness, irritability and
headaches according to the
University of California Wellness
Encyclopedia.
Soda. Sugar will pick up your
energy level for only a short time.
Then your energy level will drop
to lower than it was before you had
the sugar.
Donuts. Donuts are slow to digest.
High fat sweets drain your energy
level during digestion according to
Susan Male Smith, RD, author of
"Food: The New Stress Therapy"

Muffins. Don't let names such as
"oat bran " and "blueberry" fool
you. Muffins are high in fat and
sugar. The cranberry muffin will
help you about as much as the jelly
donut.
Bagels. According to Susan Male
Smith, RD. carbohydrates, when
eaten alone, calm you. If you are
tired and looking for energy, a plain
bagel may not be what you are
looking for.
The Dunkin Donut Alternative.
Water. Water won't raise then
lower your energy level. Watei
will give you a sustained energy
level. Best of all, water is free!
Proteins. Smith recommends low
fat, high protein foods to give you
energy. She suggests tuna from
the can or with tomato, low fat
yogurt, low fat morrarella string
cheese, and low fat pudding.
Maby e this enlightenment will help
us all stay awake a bit longer.
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Take time out

Be hopeful
The May 1992 issue
of the University of California
Wellness Letter reports on a study
of "hope" conducted by Dr. Synder
at the University of Kansas. He

Take breaks from
school or work to relax.
Completely forget about your work
for a while. Volunteer at a soup
kitchen, tutor children, write to a
friend or parent. You can take a

NOW ACCEPTING
COMPETITOR'S COUPONS
During Competitior's
Business Hours

INTRODUCING THE BEST PIZZA VALUE ON CAMPUS!

DOMINO'S PIZZA

255-8823

1580 Post Road • Fairfield
Mon-Thurs. 11 a.m. -1 a. m.; Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.; Sun. 12 p.m. -1 a.m.

6 PACKS
of COKE® classic
or diet COKE® only
$2.55 plus tax
and deposit
Expires 12/3/92

^
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FREE PIZZA

i

With Any
Competitor's Coupon

GET A LARGE
PIZZA FOR
MEDIUM PRICE

Buy any size pizza at regular price and
give us a competitor's coupon and get

Order any large pizza and

| an identical pizza FREE.

pay for a medium.
Expires 12/31/92

Expires 12/31/92
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8

Vafcd ai pamopating stores cnry Not vaKt with any other
ofter Pnces may vary Cuslcmer pays sates tax where
appkcaOte Delivery areas imrted to ensure sate driving
OurdrrvrescarryiessthamS20CC Cashvatue CV drivers
are not penalized tor kale de&venes ig&DorrunosPiua
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VaM at participating stores only W« vatod with any other
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appkcabte Oetvery areas krrWed to ensure sate driving.
OufdrrverscarrytessthanS3000 Cashvalue Ourdnvers
are not penalized tor late deKenes 19930orranos Pizza

BEAT
THE CLOCK
9 p.m. - Midnight
Order two medium cheese pizza and
your price is whatever the time is.
(toppings extra).
Expires 12/31/92

Valid at participating stores onry Not vahd with any other
after. Pnces may vary Customer pays sales tax where
appfccabte Dekvery areas fcmrted to ensure sate drrvng
OurdnvrescarrytessthatnS20 00 Cashvakje Ox drivers
are not penakzsd 'or late defevcnes 1992 Oomros Pizza

Editorial/Commentary
The Fairfield Mirror
Behind the Scenes
...And Not a Drop to Drink
10 /Thursday, September24, 1992

The current townhouse alcohol policy is driving students to drink. And drive. All these rules which the Department of Residence Life has been so quick to enforce are
going to explode in the Administration's face like a Roman
candle.
Ah, the townhouses. They told you that this was the
place where you would experience true independent living,
checked only by your own sense of responsibility and your
paltry college budget.
They lied.
Oh, sure, they don't move a head resident into your
house or anything like that. They just make sure you invite
them to every party.
In a nutshell, if you're going to throw a party in a
townhouse, you'd better be prepared to be cop, chaperone,
and mom to your guests. So what alternative do students
have? The rules are more cumbersome than a cement prom
gown. But the Administration insists on enforcing each and
every one of them anyway.
But the other options are even more bleak. What is
a townhouse to do, close its doors to all visitors and turn to
the beach for entertainment? Guess what that means for the
streets of Fairfield? Don't think for one minute that the incidence of drunk driving won't be affected by this mass population movement. The Administration cannot close its eyes
to that fact for long.
The only realistic alternative to all this is to rewrite the
rules. Students and administration must sit down together
and rewrite the policy. The administration is going to have
to face the fact that it is better to risk a little underage drinking
on campus than to throw minors onto the beach to drink.
They don't even offer to drive them there.
Students, please rewrite the rules and get your houses
back. Right now they're quieter than the library during finals.
Don't turn the townhouse community into a ghost town.
Let's rethink the rules before we widen the gap
between students and administration into an uncrossable
abyss.
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Hi, everyone! Welcome to
a new, action-packed year at Club
Med de Fairfield. I'm Claire, your
hostess through the wild and wacky
pages of The Mirror, Fairfield's
own student-run newspaper.
If you take a look at the
staff box, which is located on the
lower left-hand side of this page,
you will see the names of my fellow editors and staff. There have
been a few changes and additions
to the roster since last semester.
These talented people are the backbone and life support system of the
newspaper. It's their job to see
that you folks get a newspaper
each week of the highest quality,
and they do their job well.
Since the transition to the
new editorial board at the end of
last semester, The Mirror has
undergone a few changes, both in
leadership and in substance. But
we're just getting started; the biggest changes have yet to take place.
Over the next two semesters, you
can look forward to seeing expanded national and world news

coverage, health info, and even a
biweekly magazine supplement
which will debut in the October 1
issue. Plus, there's all the usual
and unusual fare you have come to
expect from the people at The Mirror, including all the reviews,
scores, political commentaries,
serious issues, and lighthearted
anecdotes you could possibly need
to get you through the week.
We depend on the staff to
keep this University informed of
campus, national, and world events.
So if you have even the slightest

interest in writing, join our staff. If
you think our newspaper has ignored or underplayed some topic
that is of concern to you, ask yourself how you would write about it,
and then go ahead and do it! The
Mirror is the best vehicle on
campus for gaining attention and
relaying information. There are
few things that yield a greater sense
of satisfaction than seeing your
name in print. So come to our
meetings and see what we're all
about. We'll make you famous!
As always, we also need
the input of everyone on campus to
let us know what we can do to
make The Mirror a better, more
professional newspaper. So stop
by the office (on the ground floor
of Gonzaga), drop us a note (Box
AA), or give us a call (254-4000,
ext. 2533 or 2534). Tell us how
we're doing and how we can do
more to serve the needs of the
students and of the University as a
whole.
Until we hear from you,
we hope you'll keep reading!

Letters To The Editor
Beach students outraged at robbery
To the Editor:
It has always been the tradition at Fairfield that every student is welcome to parties at the
beach. We, as seniors, are now
living in the houses we admired as
underclassmen. However, our experiences so far have not met our
expectations. Despite the fact that
it was only the second weekend of
school, a very serious incident
occurred.
On Saturday, September

19, during a party at The Hightide,
someone entered a closed bedroom
and stole a large sum of money and
gold jewelry.
Is this the thanks we get
for welcoming everyone into our
homes? Do we deserve this? If
this is the way students at Fairfield
are going to treat our homes and
possessions, we have no choice
but to discontinue this great Fairfield tradition.
It is a shame that one person can ruin the fun for everyone.

Now we feel that we have to protect ourselves from our fellow
students.
We want whoever did this
to know that you are giving a bad
name to our whole school and we
are not letting this incident slide.
Action has already been
taken.
The Hightide
The Vatican
Pier 7
The Fishbowl

Director of Academics to aid student body
To the Editor:
With every new school
year comes new problems and
grievances with the academic system and facilities of our University.
Every year, students come
up with some great ideas for improvement in areas in which they
feel it is needed.
Unfortunately, very often
their requests for change often go
unheeded because they don't ex-

press them to the right people. The
position of Director of Academics
in the FUSA cabinet was created
years ago to solve such problems.
The Director of Academics serves on the Library Committee and the Curriculum Committee
as the students' voice and is the
liaison between the deans and administrations of the three undergraduate schools.
He or she can deal with
problems with the registration
process, the library or computer

facilities, or the individual schools,
and can make recommendations
for change or improvement.
As this year's Director of
Academics for FUSA, I hope to
make this position and its "powers" available to the student body.
Any questions, comments, or discrepancies can be sent to me at Box
P, and I will do my best to accommodate all legitimate concerns.
John Fink, '93
Director Of Academics

Quoted This Week
"Nothing"
-George Costanza (actor Jason Alexander), of "Seinfeld" explaining to NBC executives
what the show is about.
"I knew this was going to be a killer problem having the deli right here in my dorm."
-a Gonzaga resident.
"Excuse me, how do you get to Godzilla?"
-the brother of a Freshman, who was looking for Gonzaga.
"So what are you trying to say?"
-an upperclassman, after his "hook" threw up on him.

If you have any interesting quotes to share with the rest of the
school, please send them to The Mirror ( Box AA). We'll try to get
them in next week.
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Weekend Blues

On The Soapbox

All of these students with
nothing to do

The Need For Students To Regain Their
Rights At The Beach

Nick Ritrivi
Commentary Editor
The implementation of
a new townhouse policy, along
with the heightened tension at
the beach, has created aweekend social life that has been
less than spectacular this new
year.
The school's social
life, now on its deathbed, has
left many students with a feeling of frustration and bore
dom.
Students, now on the weekend, have the choice of sitting
in their dorm rooms, or taking part in the ever exciting "standing
at the point and waiting for the police to tell us to go home."
The townhouses have been very quiet this year, as a result
of the newest townhouse policy. This policy allows residents to
have parties, yet calls for RA spot checks at anytime during a
party.
Residents face serious repercussions if these RAs discover that
minors are drinking alcohol, if nobody is carding at the door, if a
minor is wearing a wristband, if nobody is checking for wristbands at the keg and if no alternative, non alcoholic beverages are
clearly presented at the party.
The policy is understandable from the school's perspective, but is obviously very strict and has many residents worried.
This has caused the majority of residents to say, "Why throw a
party and have to worry about all of these rules? Why not just go
to the Grape?" They have a good point.
The underclassmen really have no other choice but to go
to the beach on Friday and Saturday nights.
At the beach, local town residents, bracing for yet another
year of those loud, drunk, intolerable, rich, spoiled kids, have the
police on standby 24 hours a day from Thursday to Sunday.
Students living at the beach don't really have to worry about Economics or Biology as much as they have to worry about keeping
the noise down and the police away.
If the police respond to a party/noise complaint and issue
tickets, the students holding the party face serious penalties with
regard to the town and Fairfield U. itself.
This has prompted many beach residents, holding parties, to close their doors to underclassmen who are not yet legal.
This reaction is understandable and necessary if the students want
to continue living at the beach.
This results in all of the underclassmen having to stand
around the point wondering where all the parties are (A very
exciting event).
Let's be realistic, whether or not you drink, the lifeline to
an enjoyable college social life is the party. When you cut that
lifeline off, the school dies.
Fairfield has always had a great reputation as a great
weekend school. However, two weeks into the new year, students
are bored, are going home or are going to their friend's schools.
This doesn't make for great school unity.
Is Fairfield destined to become another Southern Connecticut State University or Pace University, famous for their
mass weekend departures (A.K.A. Suitcase schools). It's looking
that way.
What can bring Fairfield back? In a month what is going
to keep people on this campus during the weekends? You can
hope that the school may try to create more popular non-alchoholic weekend programming (Late Night at the Rec-Plex is a
good example, currently there isn't enough popular programming - "Chainsaw Bunny - performing in the Oak Room" isn't
gonna cut it). But how much of a turnout will a "Late Night" give
us? Is that going to keep me on campus?
Why shouldn't we go home and have some fun?
This feeling of having nothing to do is not only my
personal feeling, but this is the feeling of a great majority of the
students.
Sophomores, juniors and seniors have wondered what's
going on this year. Meanwhile, the freshmen I've talked to feel
that Fairfield has not lived up to their expectations.Many freshmen felt that college would offer more excitement than standing
around a flagpole on the beach.
The solution to this problem may be out there somewhere, but far be it from me to figure out what it is. Fairfield's
social life is fading fast and it doesn't look like it'll recover all that
soon.
Can FUSA and FUTA aid in this situation? Do they have
the power to bring Fairfield back? I don't know.
It's looking like it's going to take a miracle to get Fairfield
back on its feet.
So, as the parties dwindle and the frustration and boredom increase, try not to step on each other at the point. I'll be in
Manhattan.

Steve Shannon
Guest Columnist
Times have not changed
much. Two weeks ago, I was in a
beach house with eight other people
reminiscing about the summer. At
approximately 8:30 PM, a neighbor, not a F.U. student, barged into
the house, obviously intoxicated,
and proceeded to yell and insult the
members of the house. Then, I
began to think.
As I became somewhat
nostalgic, I remembered last year
the dozens of times when my landlord barged into my house without
giving reasonable notice.
I remember the countless
times when police showed up to
student houses only to find a small
handful of students in the house.
Beginning this semester,
FUSA is conducting a program
known as the Early Warning System. On Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday nights from 9:00 PM to
2:00 AM, two paid students will be
located at a specific location near
Lantern Point.
They will be contacted
by the Fairfield Police when a noise
complaint is issued by a disgruntled
neighbor. The two students will go
to the student rented house where
the complaint was recorded and
inform them of the complaint. Fur-

thermore, they will be told that the
Police are responding to the complaint, and the residents of the house
should prepare accordingly.
The Early Warning System alone will not solve the problem at the beach.
For the problem to be addressed, students need to realize
when their rights are being violated, and they need a way to voice
their complaints.
The Student Beach Resident Association, S.B.R.A., is a
combined effort of various student
planners to create a community
among the off campus borders.
The SBRA is an integrated student run government with
the purpose being to protect the
rights of students at the beach while
providing programming for OCB
students.
Such programs would include beach cleanups, babysitting
services for town residents, and
social activities.
By having such activities
and publicizing them among the
media, town residents who would
normally read in the local papers
how students are terrorizing their
beach would have a more accurate
view of the quality of Fairfield students.
While the Early Warning
System and the establishment of
the S.B.R. A. will help alleviate the

problems at the beach, they will
not completely solve the problems.
The only way that students will be protected is if they
have a voice within the town of
Fairfield.
In other words, the
entire student body needs to be
registered to vote in town elections.
In the last town election, approximately 10,000
people showed up to the polls to
vote in the last election.
If the student body were
registered to vote in the town of
Fairfield, our 3000 votes would
have a significant impact on town
officials and legislation which
affects the student body.
Only when the student
body is registered to vote will
our needs and concerns be properly addressed by the town of
Fairfield.
Furthermore, the pressure that local officials receive
from townspeople who are antiFairfield University will be less
significant due to a new constituency of 3000 registered voters.
The student body cannot afford to remain silent, and
we must exercise our fundamental rights before others are taken
away.

Bush afraid of real issues
as well as change
Charlie Conley
Staff Writer
So George Bush has
dropped out of his debate with Bill
Clinton. What a surprise! Some
people were shocked when they
heard this, wondering if George
was afraid of Bill. I think the shock
is in the fact that he agreed to
debate in the first place.
Mr. Bush and his "boys"
say that they dropped out because
they didn't like the format of the
debate.
What they wanted was a
forum where a question would be
asked and the candidate would have
two minutes to answer it.
The proposed format was
one where the two candidates
would discuss with each other what
they wanted, with someone there
to keep order.
In Mr. Bush's format, he
could stumble through any question by reading cue cards. But if he
went face to face with Mr. Clinton,
he would finally reveal his lack of
substance.
George Bush is a company man. He does what's good
for the Republicans, always ready
to spew forth the party line.
In a direct confrontation,
this would become obvious.
I hate to be the one to tell
you this, but the reason George
Bush won't debate Bill Clinton is
because he has nothing to say. Mr.
Bush has gone through months of
campaigning without making a

stand on any issue. Even the old
Republican standby, abortion, is
being challenged.
Don't get me wrong. I
don't hold it against Bush that he
has no issues. How can you blame
him when the one issue he took a
stand on last election blew up in his
face? Remember "No new taxes."?
What is this New World
Order? When did the thousand
points of light get extinguished?
Bush has a very clear
campaign strategy: let Bill Clinton
talk about the issues hoping this
will scare off a lot of people.
Maybe Bill Clinton won't
win the election because what he
says is frightening.
Change is scary. But
George Bush hasn'tdone anything
good for this country1 while he's
been in power. He won't change
that winning formula.
The only thing I know
about George Bush is that he'll
take care of his friends.
If you are rich, have great
job security, and are a Republican,
vote for George and you'll be
happy.
But with the recession
we've been in these past years,
there are less people mat fit that
description.
Be selfish for a minute.
Do you think that George Bush
being in the White House will make
it easier for you to get a job when
you're out of college?
Of course not.
We've seen that already.

Bush promised thousands of new
jobs and we've seen practically
none.
Now maybe Bill Clinton won't fare any better than
Mr. Bush did, but better to have
hope for a change than to plod
through another four years with
George Bush.
Do you think it's an accident that the key Republican
phrase is "family values."
"Family values" is the
perfect, nonexistent, nonissue
that George Bush needs the nation to focus on in order for him
to keep his job.
I guess he couldn't find
any other important issues to
talk about. Inner city problems,
the economy, drug addiction, are
all invisible to the Republicans.
George Bush has spent
all of his time and money making voters forget about real issues.
Bush shouldn't have a
chance in this election after this
last term. The only thing that
will keep Mr. Bush in the White
House is an almost universal fear
of change and the unknown.
Only change can pull
us out of the decline we've been
in for years.
I don't know if Bill
Clinton is the man who'll help
this country. I can't see the future.
But I do have 20/20
hindsight and I know George
Bush is not that man.
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Liberals Act as if this
is The Year of The
Woman
Lou Spadaccini
Staff Writer

The Last Word

The Jesuit Tradition Alive
and Well At Fairfield

Pundits in the media labeled 1992
as the "Year of the Woman." The television
spotlight focused on a group of Democrat
women running for the U.S. Senate.
To see these liberals take credit for
female advancement in public life is too
much too bear.
To call 1992 the year of the woman
is to indicate that past years weren't.
Women made tremendous strides
in government in the past decade, but you'd
never tell by thgj^icture painted this year.
Let's take alook at the facts. The Bush
administration installed 75% more women
in high level positions than the last Democrat administration.
It was a woman who negotiated the
major arms reduction treaties with Russia.
Another woman made the North American
Free Trade Agreement a reality.
Women have been put in charge of
our nation's Labor, Commerce, Transportation, and Trade Departments.
In 1988, the liberal community
failed to convince a majority of America's
women to support their candidates.
This year, "women's" organizations such as NOW and Emily's List are
back with a vengeance. Don't let these
groups fool you with what appear to be
noble objectives.
Emily's List sells itself as an organization dedicated to electing women to
public office, but this does not reflect their
true nature.
Every Emily's List candidate has
to pass an ideological litmus test. Female

candidates who do not share left wing views
advocated by Emily's List are not granted
aid and are opposed by the organization.
At the Republican National Convention, prominent GOP women received
prime time spots to address the American
public.
Unfortunately, unless you watched
public television, you didn't see them.
Great speakers like U.S. Trade
Rep. Carla Hills, foreign policy advisor Dr.
Rice and Labor Secretary Lynn Martin got
snubbed by the major networks. When they
spoke the networks broke for commercials
or "expert analysis."
***** In 1990, the Republican Party
nominated six women for the U.S. Senate
and five of them lost.
The media devoted little attention
to their causes and nobody thought to give
1990 such a lofty title as "Year of the
Woman."
Why?
Maybe conservatives aren't the
right types of women.
They don't pander to the politically correct or compromise their values to
appease radical feminist groups. Nor do
they play up to the liberal media.
It's time to blow the whistle on this
horse and pony show staged by the liberal
community.
Voters be wary of those who tell
you this is the "Year of the Woman.'The
candidates they are pushing would be better
categorized as extremists.
The truth is, women have been on
the move in government for several years.
The liberal Democrats now running for
Senate have very little to do with it.

FREE SMALL
CHEESE PIZZA

ONE LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA

Jen E. Edwards
Assisstant Commentary Editor
Fairfield was founded fifty years ago to preserve the Jesuit ideal - the
intellectual, moral, and physical development of each student.
Every publication and handbook of the university details the commitment
of Fairfield to the Jesuit ideal:" (Fairfield's) primary objective is the development
of the creative intellectual potential of its students in a context of religious commitment. This is done by providing: a respect for truth as the driving force ofthe community, freedom of inquiry as the best means for attaining truth, a humanistic and
socially conscious environment, and an institutional Catholic Commitment as a way
of life."
Aside from talk, is the Jesuit ideal alive and well at Fairfield?
I believe it is. Campus Ministry recently held a service fair with booths for
different organizations. There were soup kitchens, AIDS Hospices, Harding High
tutors, jail visitation, emergency shelters, adult literacy programs, and nursing
homes.
Students volunteer a few hours a week to help people less fortunate than
themselves. For example, The Mission Volunteer Program is so popular that volunteers are turned away each year.
This past Saturday, there was a clean-up of East Main Street in Bridgeport
through the Campus Urban Experience (CUE). In addition, there was a beach cleanup sponsored by FUSA.
All of these are examples of the Jesuit ideal. The celebration of Fairfield's
50th is also a celebration of the convocation on Monday (by invitation only, of
course) as part of the year long celebration.
Why are we not allowed to participate in the celebration ofthe Jesuit ideal
if we are supposed to be embodying the Jesuit ideal?
The Ignation year (two years ago) was opened with a mass and a barbeque
for the entire student body. Fairfield's 50th is closer to our hearts than the Ignatian
year, yet we are not allowed to particiapte fully in the celebration of it.
Education is not just classes, it's also the experiences that occur outside of
the classroom. Service is a part of our total education. That's what the Jesuit ideal
is all about.
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Mozzarella
Extra Mozzarella
Sausage
Pepperoni
Meatballs
Peppers
Onions
Bacon
Clams
Fresh Garlic
Olives
Eggplant
Mushrooms
Anchovies
Hot Cherry Peppers
Pineapple
3 Cheese: Bicona GIQIM
Sliced Tomato
Broccoli
Spinach
Broccoli Special

M<MIO»UO

Small
6.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25 '
7.25
7.25
7.75
775
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
725
7.25
9.15
7.25
7.25
7.25
8.60

Large
9.00
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
11.00
11.00
10.25
10 25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10 25
10.25
12.70
10 25
10.25
10.25
11.85

8.25
9.25

11.50
12.75

12.00

15.75

tfifoccoli doled Chewie Sliced lamolo Gallic)

2 Items
3 Hems
Not tin in.tiny Spaooliy I term

Pizza Works

FAIRFIELD CENTER

RINDERS

PIZZA

Meatball
4.00
Sausage
4.00
Meatball & Sausage 4 25
Eggplant Parmigiana 4.25
Chicken Parmigiana 4.25
Veal Parmigiana .... 4.75
All prices Include tax

Salami & Cheese ...
Coldcut Combo
Ham 8H Cheese
Tuna
Extra Cheese

4.00
4.25
4.00
4.25
50

All cold grinders with cheese,
lettuce, tomato A onions

1512 Post Road
Fairfield, CT

255-0303

DINNERS
Spaghetti or Ziti wth sauce
Spaghetti or Zltl wth meatballs
Spaghetti or Zlli wth sausage
Spaghetti or Ziti wth meat sauce
Spaghetti or Ziti wth mushrooms
Lasagna
Slutted Shells
Manicotti
Baked Ziti
Eggplant Parmigiana with spaghetti or ziti
Chicken Parmigiana wilh spaghetti or ziti
Veal Parmigiana with spaghetti or ziti
All Dinners include Salad A Bread

4.75
5.50
5.50
5.50
6.50
»•«
6.50
6.50
5.50
5.75
8.75
9.75

Ricotta 8i Mozzarella
Broccoli, Ricotta & Mozzarella
Spinach. Ricotta & Mozzarella
Ham. Ricotta 8i Mozzarella
Meatball & Mozzarella
Mushroom & Mozzarella
Sausage 8i Mozzarella
Pepperoni 8i Mozzarella
Bacon & Mozzarella
Eggplant 8i Mozzarella
Extra Item
Sauce on the side

(bousuye Peppeiom Meattxjl'i Bocon Peppery Ontoni Musftioomi)

EXTRAS
Small Salad
Antlpasto
Large Salad
Soda

1.60
5.50
4.25
,. ... 150
(Coke. Spate. Sunkist. Diet Coke)
O
2 Liters 2.X

Chips... .55
Side ol Meatballs . .
1.50
Side ot Sausage
1.90
Garlic Bread
100
Garlic Bread «*MM . . 175

Can
1 Liter
2 Liter

HOURS

-m
T^^^Tf...*

75
•.

1.50
2.50

Monday thru Thursday 11:00 AM - 11:00 PM
Friday & Saturday 11.00 AM - 12 Midnight
Sunday 11:00 AM 11:00 PM
All prices include tax

6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
7.00
6.50
1.00
50
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Woody's Latest:
Bleak & Brilliant
Patrick McCarthy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
Say what you will about
Woody Allen the man, but be
assured that Woody Allen the
artist has not lost his touch. His
latest picture, Husbands and
Wives, is a brilliant, searing study
of the pitfalls of modern marriage
(It's also, somehow, an uproarious comedy). Its jarring realism
and world-weary wit has its precedent: the great Ingmar Bergman's 1972 miniseries for Swedish
television, Scenes From A Marriage. But the shadow of Bergman,
one of Woody's great heroes, complements the film rather than
dominates it. Husbands and Wives is Woody's baby all the way, and,
as a father, in the cinematic sense at least, he can hardly be faulted.
The two title couples, middle-aged members of the Manhattan
intelligentsia, meet for drinks in a stunning opening sequence which
sets the tone for the film. Gabe Roth (Woody Allen) a renowned writer
and professor, and Judy (an unusually wan-looking Mia Farrow), his
wife of ten years, are stunned by the news that longtime friends Jack
and Sally (Syndey Pollack, Judy Davis) are splitting up. Suddenly, the
placid foundation of Gabe and Judy's own marriage starts looking like
South Florida, and before long, all four partners are investigating other
relationships.
The men nose around after much younger women; Woody
strays from Mia and becomes infatuated with a 20 year-old female
student (Recipe for digesting Allen's recent comment that the plots of
his movies have no relationship to his real life: 1 large grain of salt),
played with a lovely lit flame in her cheeks by Juliette Lewis. The
women take turns dating an affable architect (Darkman's Liam Neeson).
Hearts breaking against the Manhattan skyline is Woody Allen's beat, and the themes explored in his latest film are the ones he has
long agonized over: that love eventually fades, that relationships are

r

"You wouldn't hide things from me,"N
would you?" - Judy (Mia) asks
Gabe (Woody) in "Husbands and
Wives"
j>
V.
crazy and unpredictable but that we need them desperately, that, for
men especially, sex and love are two different ballgames. But never
before has Woody brought us so close to his characters; in Husbands
and Wives, we're crushed by the punches they get hit with.
He does it by shooting much of the film using the gimmicks of
the documentary - not with the mock-realistic giddiness of his 1981
classic Zelig - but with a stark, intrusive eye, with the same detached
awe with which we all watched Allen's real life scandal unfold. This
sly manipulation of narrative lets Allen pull off amazing, torturous
little sequences that he couldn't in a feature fiction film. Many of them
(like the opener) are shot in one take with a wobbly, hand-held camera;
Woody puts us in the room with the characters as they rip each other
apart, and then locks the door and refuses to let us out. It is no mistake
that the film has more violence and rougher language than has ever
been seen in a Woody Allen movie.
Husbands and Wives is Allen's bleakest take yet on love and
marriage, but it' s also hilarious. Woody became a legendary comedian
on the strength of his one-liners, but as of late (the punch bowl scene
in Alice, the mistaken identity bit in Shadows and Fog), his humor
seems to have become more situational. There's a first-date scene
early in the film that is among the funniest in the Allen canon - and
that's saying a lot. There are more laughs here than in any Allen film
since Hannah and Her Sisters.
The cast walks the precarious serio-comic tightrope of the
script with breathtaking skill, but this may be the first film of Allen's
that is completely stolen by a supporting character. Woody, long
hailed as our greatest modern-day women's director has written for
Judy Davis (Barton Fink) his finest female characterization since
Annie Hall, and she runs with it. Her Sally, ditzy, brilliant, endearing,
and impossible to live with, is a tour-de-force for Davis' generous
talents, and I guarantee you she'll nab the Best Supporting Actress
Oscar next year.
For Mia, Allen has crafted a mean-spirited role which she acts
to perfection. Farrow's pale, somber face (which Allen usually surrounds with light) haunts the movie's every scene. When she asks
Woody's character "Would you ever hide anything from me?", we
don't know whether to snicker or to catch our breath. Much will be
made, of course, of the similarity between Allen's latest film and his
current lifestyle. This distinction has been questioned for years;
curious moviegoers have already given Husbands and Wives the
most successful opening weekend of any of Woody Allen's movies.
To argue about this distinction is fun and interesting, but it's
pointless really. Husbands and Wives is one of Woody Allen's most
important films (it's his longest, at 107 minutes). It's the 13th, and
presumably last of his great collaborations, with Mia Farrow. It's his
boldest, and it feels like his most personal movie. Far above the clamor
of the media circus, Husbands and Wives stands proudly on its own.
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What's Up At The Quick
Beth Scribner
Staff Writer
Welcome to F. U. Class of
'96! And welcome back everyone
else! The Quick Center has a full
schedule of great performances
planned for this year and you can
read about them all right here!
Students always get a 50% discount for all events that say, "discount for students," AND if you
wait until 24 hours before a performance, you can get a Student
Rush ticket for $5, provided there
are still tickets available. So, check
out what's going on there and get
cultural!
The exhibit in the Thomas
J. Watsh Art Gallery at the Quick
is called, "Fairfield Collects: Loans
from Friends of Fairfield University." On display since September
15, this exhibit honors the 50th
anniversary with pieces from the
Renaissance to the contemporary
period. Artists featured include
Thomas Eakins, John Singer
Sargent, Larry Rivers, and Andrew
Wyeth. The exhibit will continue
until October 31 so you have plenty
of time to go see it. Gallery hours
are from 11 am to 5 pm, Tuesday Saturday.
The Guarneri String Quartet will perform at 8 pm on Saturday, Sept. 24. Consisting of two
violins, a viola and a cello, this is a
world premiere quartet, and these
four men have been performing
together for over 25 years. Tickets
are $22,19 and 15, with discounts
for students, senior citizens and
groups.
Storyteller Moriah Vecchia will be in the Quick Center
Wed. September 30, 4-5:30 pm
relating legends, myths, stories and
poetry woven together with music,

The Grammy-winning American Indian Dance Theatre will
perform Friday, Oct. 2. Students get a 50% ticket discount.
movements, instruments and
masks about the native people over
our continent. Admission is FREE.
Wednesday's storytelling
is a prelude to Friday's dance performance by the American Indian
Dance Theatre. A world touring,
Grammy award winning dance
company, its dancers and musicians come from the Dakotas,
Southwest Canada, and the Great
Plains, representing 18 different
tribes, including the Apache, Cherokee, and Sioux tribes.
They dance in authentic
costume to ancient songs passed
own strictly in the oral tradition
and include ceremonial and seasonal dances, both spiritual and
social in nature.

For their tour of New
England, a work was created based
specifically on the delicate dances
and songs of several New England
tribes, emphasizing the need for
eastern tribes to regain and reaffirm their cultural heritage. The
performance will be at 8 pm„ Friday, October 2. Tickets are $20,
17, and 14, with discounts available for students, senior citizens,
and groups.
In line with the American
Indian Theme, this whole week,
area artists will be conducting
workshops in Native American
Culture, including crafts, story
telling and dance for audiences of
various ages. Call the Quick Center (254-4010) for more information.

Spin Doctors Prescribe
A Funky Good Time
the lyrics. The band came back
for an encore much to the delight
of the audience, yet it was quite
surprising that they played for
another half hour.
The Spin Doctors performed an exciting, energy-packed,
fun-filled evening of music. Hopefully FUSA can snag them for a
cheap price to perform for Harvest
Weekend. If not, what can I say?
We all can't have our pockets full
of kryptonite.

Kristi Olson
Staff Writer
Until last fall with the release of their debut album Pocket
Full of Kryptonite on an Epic Associated label, the Spin Doctors
were merely a bar band who played
the local spots in New York City.
Within a year, their popularity has
surged from rocking across New
England playing at college frat
houses to establishing themselves
nationwide.
Last Thursday night at the
Palace in New Haven, the Spin
Doctors spun the audience into a
frenzy of exhaustive delight as they
played for nearly two hours. The
Californian band, The Wallflowers, opened with sedative, Phishlike tunes. Although a couple of
my friends were busy screaming
out the names of their favorite
Wallflower songs, the rest of the
audience, including myself, was
not very responsive. To me, they
sounded too much like a cross
between elevator music and the
Dead. They did play a good version of the immortal college song,
"Brown-Eyed Girl," which seemed
to be thrown into the set list to
appease the crowd.
By the time the Spin Doctors got on stage, the packed theater was ecstatic. The band cruised
through everyone's funky favorites as the audience happily

bounced along to the rhythm and
tried to dance in the small areas in
front of the cushioned theater seats.
Almost all of the songs performed
were offPocket Full of Kryptonite
including, of course, the most well
known "Jimmy Olsen's Blues,"
and "Two Princes," both of which
seemed to be extended in length.
They also played songs off their
original album Up For Grabs
which was re-released on Epic after
the Success of Pocket Full... As
well as jamming out their funky
tunes to an audience of granola
eating, Birk wearing, and collegiate youth, the Spin Doctors also
mixed in politically correct, proenvironmental messages.
From quoting William
Butler Yeats to defining the true
meaning of the word Spin Doctor,
the lead singer truly charmed the
audience. They ended their set
with "What Time Is It?" as the
crowd gleefully shouted along with

Attention: Poets!
All adult poets are invited to submit one sheet of
poem(s), 8 1/2 by 11 inches,
xerox weight, unfolded. An
optional bio on the back of the
same sheet is requested. The
third volume of CONNECTICUT POETS will be bound as
submitted and kept on reserve
at the Fairfield University Library. The sheet is due by the
end of October. It should be
mailed to the editor, Rose Marie
Pace Barone, 1283 Round Hill
Road, Fairfield. Mrs. Barone is
President of the Fairfield Area
Poets. She is heard over WVOF
88. 5 Fairfield University on
Sundays at 8AM with a repeat
at 1 PM. For further info call her
weekday mornings at 259-3850.
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The Top 5 Movies Of The Summer
Chris Snyder
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor
Whoever would have
thought in a season full of hyped
up movies that the best offering
would turn out to be Walt Disney' s
fifty year-old animated classic Pinocchio. I certainly didn't.
It was a dismal summer
at the box office, possibly one of
the worst ever. Plenty of films
looked decent and were promoted
well through the media, but nearly
all of them failed to live up to their
potential. Actually, this is the first
summer in recent memory when
not a single four-star movie was
released, unlike previous seasons
when there were Sttractions that
we would line up to see at least
three or four times such as E.T.,
Jaws, or the Star Wars films.
While there were no great
selections out there, a handful of
them were still very good:
Raising Cain - It's a shame that
most critics panned this film, because I found it quite fascinating.
Perhaps only the demented imagination of Brian DePalma could
have concocted this wonderfully
complex thriller about a young man
(played nicely by John Lithgow)
whose mind has been tormented
by a meddling father who is studying the effects of multiple personalities on youths. Through the

years, Lithgow has developed at
least four or more different identities, and he is required, by his
father, to kidnap babies for the
purpose of running these same
mind tests on them. The police
eventually find out about the
scheme and vow to stop the diabolical father-son twosome.
In a year full of countless
thrillers such as Unlawful Entry,
Whispers In The Dark, and Single
White Female, DePalma's Raising Cain is the only one that truly
scared me. Unlike the other films
which merely follow the same old
formulas and cliches that American thrillers have rammed down
our throats for years, Raising Cain
is completely unique. The scares
come up unexpectedly and they
are genuine. By the time the movie
was over, I left the theatre with my
heart beating loudly in my ears.
That's effective.
The Player - It is refreshing to see
that director Robert Altman has
returned to fine moviemaking.
After a string of critical and financial flops, The Player reestablishes
Altman as one of our finest cinematic technicians. This is a dark,
satirical look at Hollywood's
movie industry. Just as he did in
masterpieces like Nashville and
M*A*S*H, Altman introduces us
to a huge conglomerate of people,
but the most important character is
a studio boss played by Tim Robbins (Bull Durham, Jacob's Lad-

HOW TO MEDITATE
3 EVENING INTENSIVE INTRODUCTION TO MEDITATION
AND SELF-DISCOVERY IN THE 90s

EXPERIENTIAL WORKSHOPS IN PRACTICAL TECHNIQUES
A SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR PEOPLE 29 AND UNDER
Mon Sept 14
Thur Sept 24
Wed Sepi 30

4:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM

Higher Stales of Consciousness
Zen and Meditation
Mysticism and Enlightenment

Fairfield Public Library
Memorial Room
1081 Old Post Road, Fairfield
(Corner of Post Rd. and Old Post Rd.)

ADMISSION FREE
SpoElEr.il b* Thf

H.MtoiE
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1. Raising Cain
2. The Player
3. A League Of Their Own
4. Unforgiven
5. Prelude To A Kiss
der). Robbins' job is- under fire . erns ever made. It is not. While
and, in rage, he kills a bitter writer. being a good film, it certainly does
Not only does he get away with the" not belong in the same class as
crime, but Robbins has the audac- High Noon, The Wild Bunch, or
ity to romance the murdered man' s The Good, The Bad, and The
wife. Michael Tolkin's script Ugly.
Two bandits go to a
suggests that a man with power
brothel
and
brutally attack one of
can do just about anything he wants
the
prostitutes.
Because of this, a
without getting in trouble.
bounty is put out on both of them
A League Of Their Own - Overly by the other ladies. It is up to the
sentimental, but enjoyable look at town's tough,cold-hearted sheriff
the first woman's baseball league. (played fabulously by Gene HackDirector Penny Marshall takes us man) to see that these men are not
back to the World War II era when killed unlawfully. Eastwood plays
all the men are away in battle, and a violent gunslinger lured out of
the women are left to play baseball retirement to go after these men
in sort of a surrogate league. This and to defend the honor of the
film has the usual stereotypes women. Eastwood gives a good
which we see in most sports mov- performance, as do fellow bounty
ies - the crybaby, the sexy one, the hunters Morgan Freeman and Richard Harris.
What I like about Unforshy one, but the
given
is
that
it stresses how hard it
film works best
is
to
actually
kill
another person. If
when it deals with
its more interest- the film has a weakness, it is in the
ing characters. final climatic showdown which
Geena Davis and seems to come all too easy.
Lori Petty are
terrific as sisters Prelude To A Kiss - What I liked
who are both best about this film version of the
drafted on the hit stage play is that the two lead
same team and actors (Meg Ryan and Alec Baldwhose relation- win) are very likable in their roles;
ship is quite in fact, they are the type of people
competitive. who we would like to know more
Tom Hanks does of in real-life.
This is a genuine love
a memorable
story,
and
it is refreshing to see in
supporting turn
an
era
which
features so many
as the drunken
violent
pictures.
A man and woman
manager of the
meet at a party, fall in love, and get
club.
married. An old man shows up at
Unforgiven - their wedding, however, and he
Clint Eastwood's possesses magical powers. These
latest turn in the powers will eventually be used to
saddle has been test the marital relationship and
lauded as one of either strengthen or destroy it.
the greatest west- Prelude To A Kiss is a likable
movie which kept me smiling.

Welcome
to MTV's
Real
World
Stacey Mica
Staff Writer
Imagine moving into a
NYC loft with six strangers.
Now picture having every
moment of your life videotaped.
Imagine your life being shown
on MTV to millions of people.
Would you do it? Four
guys and three girls, ranging in
age from 19 to 25 did. They
became part of an experimental
TV show called The Real World.
This series aired on MTV this
summer on Thursday nights, yet
episodes are still being shown.
The seven characters on
the show were actual people
leading real lives. Becky, Andre,
and Heather are aspiring musicians.
Norman was an artist and
Kevin was a writer. Julie came
to NY to being a career in dance
and Eric to work as a model.
The show was fast-paced
and exciting. It was set to great
music which helped stress story
lines. Topics such as homelessness, racism, abortion and the
presidential election were covered.
The diversity of the characters added to the show's success. Anyone could find a character to identify with. Personalities ranged from the naive
Julie to the loud mouthed
Heather.
Nothing, not even The
Real World, can last forever.
They moved out of the loft and
on with their lives. The show
created opportunities for its
participants. Eric is now a host
of "Hangin' With MTV."
Heather and Julie became close
friends and are still rooming
together in NY. Becky developed a relationship with a producer of the show.
Andre is still performing
with his band, Reigndance, in
the Tri-State area. Kevin is still
writing and Norman is continuing his career in art. When the
show ended the seven characters were no longer strangers.
The Real World created
several real friendships.
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SUBMARINES Tils
&SALADS
1700 Post Road
Heritage Square
259-7373

HOURS:

M-TH
FRI
SAT

SUN

10-9
10-11
1 10
°10-8

CIIILLYBBtR
COOL CLOTHES
1484 Post Road
(Across from the FFLD Store)

255-5517
Everything from T-Shirts to Tapestries
We do custom silk screening for your
club, team, party .... anything!
Brand New this year - we are now an
official Ticket Master Ticket Outlet
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Politicians Should Concentrate Murphy Brown Fights
Back In Season Premiere
On Facts, Not Fiction
The Fairfield Mirror

Nick Ritrivi
Commentary Editor
Our government's main
problem is that it relies on fiction
and fictional characters when explaining our nations woes.
Vice President Quayle,
providing us with a great example
of this scenario, attacked "Murphy
Brown" because of the "immoral
message" it portrays to America.
He attacked the show's ethics
because of its' glamorization of
single parenthood.
The conflict which ensued,
between the show's producer's and
the Vice President, became the
focal point of the American public
for most of the summer.
As if the criticism wasn't
stupid enough (Quayle had no right
to tell the American public that
single parenthood is unethical and
immoral), it became the centerpiece for the Republican Party's
platform : The importance of
"family values" and what they
mean for America.
The government seems intent on concerning itself with the
lives of fictional characters (found
on television) before it resolves (
or at least addresses) the real life
problems of real people in America today.
Our President, the day the
Republican National Convention
opened, said that we have to stop
acting "like the Simpsons and be

more like the Waltons". Yet more
references to television and fiction.
Someone should remind
Bush and the Republicans that
Murphy Brown, Bart Simpson and
John Boy Walton don't exist. They
should concentrate on real issues
and real people. Forget television,
what about the economy and the
person who just lost his/her job?
How about the citizens of Homestead, Florida? Should they act like
the Waltons? Will that help?
Should South Central Los Angeles
transform itself into Walnut Grove?
Should Rodney King have had
better family values ?
Dan Quayle obviously
thinks so. The New York Times
stated, on September 21, that Dan
Quayle believed that the "Los
Angeles riots were caused in part
by a poverty of values and that
Hollywood was contributing to it."
Wrong.

^/VS-T^'Jly

The reason our cities are
dying is because our Republican
leadership, over the last twelve
years, alienated the cities and disregarded their needs. Jobs don't
leave cities because Candice Bergen plays a single mother on television.
One question we need to
ask is, do other world leaders base
their platforms and issues on television shows? It's safe to say no.
The reason our country and our
cities are in such poor shape is
because the President spends all of
his time watching television looking for spapegQats and metaphors,.
These days, it seems to me
that the only thing the Republicans
aren't watching on television is the
news.

Suggestion Box:
Drop by NYC's Museum of Modern Art
(11 W. 53rd Street)
and catch a showing
of "The Young Rebel
in American Photography, 1950-1970"
featuring the work of
Diane Arbus and Lee
Friedlander.

Compliments of.

Stacey Mica
Staff Writer
She says "potato." He
says "potatoe."
Family values. These
political buzz words have
incited an on-going war Hollywood vs. Politics. Dan
Quayle's attack last May on the
fictitious Murphy Brown ignited
the fire of this battle.
Mr. Quayle accused Ms.
Brown of glamorizing single motherhood and further degrading the
value system of the U.S. His assault was not against Murphy alone,
it was an attack on the entire institution of show business.
Quayle's statment was not ignored. His statement was the
basis of many jokes (something which Quayle has become accustomed to in the past four years.) Further Quayle-bashing occurred at
the Emmy-awards ceremony, where opportunists used free air time
to ridicule the Vice President on national television. Murphy Brown
series creator Diane English accepted the Emmy for Best Comedy
by telling single mothers everywhere, "Don't let anybody tell you
that you're not a family!"
On the season premiere of Murphy Brown, Dan Quayle was
humiliated even further. In the hour long episode, Murphy heard the
Vice President's remarks one evening when caring for her newborn
baby. She was infuriated and Murphy's anger prompted her to
appear on her TV show to retaliate against Quayle's words. In the
episode, Murphy gives America her view on family values. She
says, ".. a family is commitment, caring, and love," a definition all
Americans can agree with.

Write
For The
Mirror!

Largest Library of Information in U.S.
19,2TB TOPICS ■ All SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

BS^ 800-3510222
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025
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Hansen's Flower Shop
And Greenhouses, Inc.
345 Reef Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
255-0461

FRIED

CHOLESTEROL OIL

CHICKEN & SEAFOOD

THE BEST SOUTHERN

FRIED CHICKEN
NORTH OF THE MASON/DIXON LINE!

WE LIKE
TAKING
ORDERS
FROM YOU,

At Home Quality...Sunday Dinner Taste

EAT IN or TAKE OUT
You can be in and out in a very few minutes
with food that tastes like it look hours.
Chicken Dinners include potatoes, gravy, cole slaw A roll

florist and gardens
3611 Post Road, Southport. CT 06490

Credit Card phone orders welcome
259-3846

f

al s place cafe
1795 Post Rd
Corner of Mill Plain Rd & Post Rd

^»jSjl Chicken Washed 3 times and Cooked Quickly
in Our "State of the Art" Cooker & Using Only
Pure CANOLA OIL. Low in Sodium.
-•
...

Specials

:

■

(jljjjjyil Coleslaw made daily on premises
Secret reccipe & dressing...you'll love it!

MONDAY NIGHTS: Bud or lite Drafts 750
8 pin-10 pm plus FREE Hot Dogs during football game
TUESDAY NIGHTS: Our own "Woo-Woo" shots
$1.00 8 pm-10 pm
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS: TWO FOR ONE 8 pm-10 pm

Gaterins Service Available

THURSDAY NIGHTS: Bud bottles $1.00 8 pm-10 pm

HAPPY HOUR(S)

9 am-1 lam & 5pm-7 pm M-r

2 Pool Tables; CD Jukebox; Pinball;
Video Games
Proper ID's "A MUST!"

FREE DELIVERY
2938 FAIRFIELD AVENUE • BLACK ROCK
(Diagonal from Blackrock Castle)
335-9996
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S.B.R.R. TRYING TO SRUE VOUR FUTURE
TO ALLEVIATE ONGOING TENSIONS AT THE BEACH, THE
STUDENT BEACH RESIDENT ASSOCIATION, S.B.R.A., HAS BEEN
WORKING WITH THE POLICE , THE TOWN, AND THE FAIRFIELD
ADMINISTRATION . HOWEVER, WE NEED YOUR HELP AS WELL
A CONSIDERABLE PART OF THE PROBLEM IS NUMEROUS
COMPLAINTS BY THE NEIGHBORS OF LARGE CROWDS AND
LOUD NOISE AT THE POINT ON WEEKDAYS AS WELL AS
WEEKENDS. AS OFF CAMPUS BOARDERS, IT IS OUR
RESPONSIBILITY TO KEEP GOOD RELATIONS WITH OUR
NEIGHBORS. IT IS BECOMING IMPOSSIBLE TO DO THIS
BECAUSE OF THE UNCONTROLLABLE AMOUNT OF NONBEACH RESIDENTS ARRIVING AT THE POINT LOOKING FOR
PARTIES WHERE THEY ARE NOT WELCOME.
IF YOU ARE AN UNDERCLASSMAN AND HAVE NO SPECIFIC
DESTINATION AT THE BEACH, PLEASE DO NOT GO THERE.
LIVING AT THE BEACH IS A PRIVILEDGE WHICH IS BEING
JEOPARDIZED BY THE CONTINUAL CROWDS AND NOISE. WE
AS OFF CAMPUS BOARDERS HAVE ALREADY BEEN GIVEN
THIS PRIVILIDGE AND WITHOUT YOUR SUPPORT YOU AS
UNDERCLASSMEN WILL LOSE IT.
PLEASE SERIOUSLY CONSIDER THIS SITUATION THE NEXT
TIME YOU CHOOSE TO GO DOWN TO THE BEACH WITHOUT A
SPECIFIC INVITATION.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION ON THIS MATTER.
SINCERELY,

IJWUAM*

©CLOU

CARISSA BADAMI
S.B.R.A PRESIDENT

w
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6 Flags
Great Adventure
When:
Time:

9/26/92 - Saturday
8 am Leaves Loyola
6 pm Leaves Park
Where: Great Adventure, Jackson, NJ
Sales: Lunch & Dinner in the
Campus Center & Dolan

•mnifm

CASTLE
A Little Bit of Ireland

Serving Authentic
Iriah and European
CuLkUie

r^-

2895 Fairfield Avenue, Bridgeport, Connecticut 06605+ (205)336-3990
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Men's Soccer

Molesters take outdoor 4 on 4 to extend dynasty
Chris Arena
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University
Intramural Volleyball Competition
is in the midst of a dynasty. Five
of the last six volleyball events
have been dominated by one team:
Hester's Molesters/ CoMolesters. This volleyball dynasty,
founded by Junior Sean Hester,
won last year's Backyard Classic,
Certs / Trident Spikefest, Men's
League, Co-Rec League, and this
weekend captured the 4 on 4 Out-

door Volleyball Competition. Led
by Intramural Athlete of the Week,
Christian D'Amato,
Molesters dropped only
one game en route to defeating
"The Mores" 15 - 10, 16-14, to
gain the championship.
The Molesters encountered their most difficult match in
the opening round, squeaking out a
15-6,11-15,15-6 victory over "The
Dinks".
Meanwhile, MarkKirsch
and Chris Arena humiliated the
powerful spiking of John Collins.

Although they gave up 6 inches in
height and 12 inches in vertical
leap, the Kirsch-Arena tandum
blocked Collins an unprecedented
4 times.
After that second game
D'Amato led the Molesters steamrolling through the finals to meet
the Mores.
Mores captain Pete Stumbar assembled an able squad of
Brendan Carroll, Tom Griffith, and
Stephanie Reilly. But they just
didn't have enought to match the
killing duo of Collins and

(continued from p.20)

D'Amato. Hester keyed the last
run by serving 2 aces.
Game two was a see-saw
battle, neither team had a lead of
more than 3 points.
Collins avenged his previous humiliation tallying 9 kills
in the game as the Molesters closed
out the championship, come out
see the Molesters attempt to prolong thei dynasty tis weekend in
the Backyard Classic.
The Classic will feature
both volleyball and basketball in
an all day tournament.

McElderry racked up another assist when he passed to Tom Peterson who found the back of the
Canisius net with his shot. Fairfield's fourth goal came late in the
game when Tim O'Connor scored
on a volley from Steve Pumillo.
Throughout the game,
Fairfield allowed Canisius only
five shots on goal while the Stags
fired at will on Canisius' goal.
Fairfield will play at Northeastern
on September 23, and they will be
at home against Hofstra on the
30th at 4:00 pm.

Save Over $23.00 With These Valuable Coupons!
BROOKS
Buy 1, Get 1

BROOKS

BROOKS

Buy 1, Get 1

$100

$100

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

Any
Lock

Any
Binder

With a regular retail price of $2.00
or more. Offer not valid on sale
items. Limit one coupon per
customer.

With a regular retail price of $1.99
or more. Offer not valid on sale
items. Limit one coupon per
customer.

Value: $1.00
COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

FREE FREE
WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

Any COVER GIRL or
MAYBELLINE
Cosmetic

Any GOODY
Hair Accessory
Buy one Goody hair accessory at the
regular retail price, and get a second one
(of less or equal value) FREE! Sales tax
charged where applicable. Offer not valid
on sale items. Limit one coupon per
customer.
Amount:

Buy one Cover Girl or Maybelline cosmetic
at the regular price, and get a second one.
(of less or equal value) FREE! Sales tax
charged where applicable. Offer not valid
on sale items. Limit one coupon per
customer.
Amount:

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92
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OFF

$100
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WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

Any
HARVARD SQUARE®
3 or 5 Subject Notebook

Any
Paperback Book

With a regular retail price of $2.00
or more. Offer not valid on sale
items. Limit one coupon per
customer.

With a regular retail price of $2.00
or more. Offer not valid on sale
items. Limit one coupon per
customer.

Choose from a complete selection.
Offer not valid on sale items.
Limit one coupon per customer.

With a regular retail price of $2.00
or more. Offer not valid on sale
items. Limit one coupon per
customer.

Value: $1.00

Value: $1.00
COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

Value: $5.00
COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

Value: $1.00
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TIMEX
Watch
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WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

Any
SUPERMAX
Hair Dryer

Any Video or
Audio Cassette

BROOKS

PLU
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1

$100

$5

OFF
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BROOKS Pharmacy
Up To

50£ $6°°
WITH THIS COUPON

YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION
WITH THIS COUPON

Any
National Brand Item

Any
Snack or Candy Item

Choose from a complete selection.
Offer not valid on sale items.
Limit one coupon per customer.

With a regular retail price of $2.00
or more. Offer not valid on sale
items. Limit one coupon per
customer.

With a regular retail price of $1.00
or more. Offer not valid on sale
items. Limit one coupon per
customer.

Value: $5.00
COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

Value: $1.00
COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

Value: 50'
COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

Present this coupon with any new prescription not previously filled at BROOKS
Pharmacy and receive up to $6.00 off the
regular price. If prescription is over $6.00
you pay only the difference. Refills available at our low regular prices. Limit one
coupon per customer. Cannot be used with
other offers or as a co-payment towards
public or private prescription programs.
Store #
Rx #
Amount:
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Lady kickers take 3-0
win over Jaspers
Dawn DeMayo
Staff Writer
The first ever Women's
Varsity Soccer game in the 50 year
history of Fairfield University occurred on Saturday, September
19th at Manhattan College. The
Lady Stags, under the direction of
head coach Debbie Belkin, dominated Manhattan throughout the
entire contest, and came out on
top, 3-0.
The freshmen performed
outstandingly well, scoring 2 of
the 3 Lady Stag goals. The first
goal came from Kristin Kelley,
just one minute into the game. She
was assisted by Cara Hill.
The second goal was
scored by Rebecca Timlin, 25
minutes into the game, on an assist
from Kara Burmaster.
The final goal, which put

the seal on Fairfield's victory, was
an unassisted one from Kara Burmaster, 30 minutes into the game.
Even the goalie for the Lady Stags
was a freshman, Julie Webb.
Webb was flawless in her
first Collegiate Varsity outing. She
had 5 saves on the day, blocking
everything that came her way.
Manhattan goalie, Helen Herlihy
had six saves on the day.
The Lady Stags overpowered Manhattan from the first
blow of the whistle. Fairfield had
16 shots on goal, compared to Manhattan's measly four.
The Lady Stags also had
five corner kicks, while Manhattan had none.
If this game is any indication of the upcoming season, the
women's varsity soccer squad,
powered by its freshmen, is going
to be the team to watch out for.
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Women9s Volleyball off to slow 1 -7 start
but looking to turn things around
Megan Harvist
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University
Women's Volleyball team is already well into their 1992 season.
So far they have played eight
games and their current record is
1-7.
Over the past two weeks
the team has played Marist, Cleveland State, St. Bonaventure, St.
Peter's and Fordham. They won
their first match against lona on
Friday^, iSe^plllhnber-ilthpBy tffK'
ning three of the four games played.
This past Saturday, September 19th, the team played a
doubleheader against Loyola and
St. Peter's.
Against Loyola, the team
lost three games by only a small
margin (15-7, 15-10, 15-11).

Freshman Nikki Arzillo had 20
assists, one dig, one block. Junior
captain Beth Tiemann also played
a good game contributing four kills,
one served ace, five digs and two
blocks.
In the match against St.
Peter's, the Lady Stags won the
first two games, 15-4 and 15-9, but
then lost the last three, 16-14, 156, and 15-10.
Outstanding performances in this game were given by
Nikki Arzillo, who had five kills,
33*>assiifelrone-jBa«ed ace, twe
digs and three blocks, and Beth
Tiemann, who had four kills, one
served ace, and 13 digs.
Kim Crudo, a junior and
the other team captain, also played
a good game. She had 12 kills,
three served aces, six digs, and one
block. She is sure to be a key

player in the Lady Stags upcoming
year.
A great year out of her
should allow the Lady Satgs to
bring home a championship. Her
leadership will help the team also
in the upcoming games.
The team this year is very
young and consists of six freshmen, two sophomores, and two
juniors.
This is only the second
season that head coach Andrea
Costa is coaching the Lady Stags
and this'yeSfHRe will be working
on rebuilding the team.
KThe upcoming games are
this Friday the 25th at 7:00 pm
against Connecticut, and Tuesday
the 29th, also at 7:00, against the
U. S. Military Academy. Both are
home games so come out and
support the team!

Quote of the week:
"I am too short for my speed"

The Place to be.

Dr. Phil 'Thou shall not enter the' Lane
Power forward for The Doctors of Dunk on the
fact that he should be ten feet tall to go along with his
non-existent speed.

Proper ID required

HOLLYWOOD. EVERYTHING YOU'VE HEARD IS TRUE!
"A masterpiece! One of the smartest, funniest, most penetrating movies about
moviemaking ever made a...great big, funny film that's going to ring bells,
throw people for loops, and in general create the commotion of the year."
—Stephen Schrff, VANITY FAIR

"Wickedly Funny!"
—Bruce Williamson,
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE, NEW WOMAN

"Hilarious and Deadly,

FINELINE
FEATURES
©1992 New Line Cinema Corp. All Rights Reserved.

WONDERFULLY
SUBVERSIVE
.this movie is nothing if not fun."
—David Ansen, NEWSWEEK

A ettvmon M New linr On#nv»

At Gonzaga Auditorium
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9/25
9/25
9/27

8:00 pm
8:00 pm
7:00 pm and 9:30 pm

This Week:Baseball preview; Volleyball Tourney
results; Intramural Athlete
of the Week

SPORTS

Baseball looking to beat
last year's record

Next Week: Backyard Clas
sic Results; Fall Baseball
Takes Off; Division I
Women's Soccer Heats Up

B.M.O.C.

Matt McGuire
Staff Writer
The Fairfield baseball
team swings into action with a
pair of doubleheaders scheduled
for this weekend. On Saturday,
the Stags will take on Pace with
the first game starting at noon,
and then on Sunday Sacred Heart
comes to town with game time
scheduled for 11:00 a.m.
The Stags are coming off
a highly successful season, in
which they posted a 23-14 overall
record, which now stands as the
best in the school's history. While
many believed that 23 wins would
be enough for a postseason bid,
the Stags were overlooked for an
ECAC tournament bid, leaving
the team highly disappointed. Said
righthanded starter Bernie
McNerney about the decision,
"Personally, I think we got hosed
on that call."
Coach John Slosar will
have to try and replace some key
contributors to the Stags banner
'92 season. Gone is Ed Kiernan,
the team's leading hitter a year
ago, and probably the best all
around player. It will also be dif-

ficult to replace fleet centerfielder
Keith McCall, a speed marchant
whose ominous presence on the
base paths struck fear in the hearts
of every catcher who had the unbelievable task of gunning him down.
Also lost to graduation are pitchers
Chris Roberge and Lou Bucari,
and second baseman James Kennedy.
The Stags will look to first
baseman Kevin Welch and third
baseman Lou Garcia to provide
the bulk of the offensive punch.
Welch batted .315 with 25 rbi's
and one home run, while Garcia
finished the season at .310 with 42
rbi's in addition to tying the school
record for hime runs in a season
with 7.
Other returning starters include
shortstop Brian Franco, catcher Joe
Carillo and outfielder Bill McMahon. Fighting it out for the two
remaining outfield spots will be
Mike Pike, Darren Freeman, Matt
Drury and Eric Manahan. Also,
look for infielder John Johnson to
be stepping in at second base to
replace the deaprted Kennedy.
Although Roberge and

Bucari are gone, the Stags rotation
looks to be fairly strong. Returning are righthanders Lou Vigliotti,
Brian McDevitt, Bernie McfNerney
and Bill Miciulli.
Out of the bullpen the
Stags will be relying on Craig
Munch and their hard throwing
closer Scott Larkin who set the
school record for saves last year
with ten, shattering the old record
of five.
The team will be looking
to improve their 9-7 conference
record which placed them in third
in the MAAC behind Iona and LaSalle. Welch comments, "As long
as everyone stays healthy, we'll be
a strong contender for the MAAC
title." Garcia had this to say about
the team's post season snub, "The
team was upset about not getting
an at-large bid to the ECAC last
year, but that's history. We know
what we have to do and we are all
very determined to get there this
coming season." Although it's only
the fall season, this weekend will
be the Stags frist chance to get on
track and repeat last season's success.

Men's soccer
Men's tennis aces
sweeps its
Siena to open MAAC
weekend
games
season
Gus Sentcmentes
Staff Writer
In the eyes of Coach
Jospeh Grassi, the Fairfield University men's tennis team has yet
to be truly tested. The Stag netmen
opened up their 1992 season with a
resounding 8-1 victory over Siena
College on Sptember 14th.
Alhtough they play
Marist on Monday the 21 st. Coach
Grassi thinks they won't see how
well they match up against a higher
caliber team until Wednesday when
they play Queens College.
Grassi said of the team's
first match, "We looked very good
beating Siena, but then again, we
were playing a weaker team."
Mike McCann, the junior
number one singles player and
MVP of last year's MAAC tournament, handily ousted his opponent
Merlis, 6-3,6-0.
At the number two singles
position, freshman Mark Brennan
opened up his college career with a
win over Siena's Faulkner 6-1,64.
Brennan, who has a
number 17 United States Tennis
Association ranking among 18 year
olds in New England, is seen by
Coach Joseph Grassi as a player
that will make an immediate impact for the team.
Unfortunately, just days

after the Siena match, Brennan
broke a bone in his little finger, and
will be out until mid-season.
In the number three spot,
junior Kevin Jones defeated Azzi,
4-6, 6-3, 6-1. Meanwhile, junior
Troy Pinto defeated Siena's Walter 6-2,6-3 at the number four slot.
In the number five slot,
Mike Aruta was handed the team's
only loss in a tight match, 4-6,6-4,
6-4. In the number six match, Josh
Durand of Fairfield defeated
Siena's Padabham 7-6, 6-3.
In doubles action, Fairfield's number one team of Mike
McCann and Dru D'Amico defeated Siena's Merlis and Gavrity,
6-3, 6-3.
Meanwhile in number
two doubles play, Mark Brennan
and Mike Aruta defeated Siena's
Faulkner and Azzi, 6-2, 6-1.
The number three
doubles team of
Solerno and
Mike Mura defeated Siena's Walter and Timmons, 6-4, 6-1.
Coach Grassi regards his
doubles teams as very strong and
expects continuous positive results
throughout the 1992 season and
into the MAAC tournament. Other
MAAC teams to look out for are
Siena, Canisius and Mahattan. All
who havw proven early that they
can easily contend for the men's
MAAC tennis champs.
(continued on pi8)

Erika Hodges
Staff Writer
On Saturday, the men's
soccer team defeated the visiting
team from Niagra. Although Niagra led in the first half by agoal, the
Stags recovered in the second half
scoring twice. Despite dominating play for the majority of the
game, Fairfield had trouble scoring. The team passed well and
kept Niagra on defense but could
not convert many scoring opportunities until the second half. It did
not take the Stags long to erase the
one goal deficit in the second part
of the game, however. In a text
book play, Craig Cantanzaro
crossed the ball from the right side
to a waiting Jim McElderry who
unleashed a beautiful shot into the
net. Fairfield continued to control
the field, and scored the winning
goal at the seventy minute mark.
Fairfield's Jason Harmon scored
the final goal on a cross from
midfielder Tino Dos Santos as
Fairfield went on to win.
The Stags played again on
Sunday, and again they came away
victorious. Forward Jason Harmon converted on Ralf Cerulo's
pass for the first goal of the game at
the fifteen minute mark, and ten
minutes later, Remzi Bajrami
scored with the assist going to Jim
McElderry. In the second half,

B.M.O.C.
speaks his mind
on fan support
and the new year
Brian Marks
Sports Editor
The Fairfield soccer team is picking up right where they left
off last year, but unfortunately, so are their fans. The Stags are coming
off a very impressive 13 win season in which they shocked MAAC opponents on their way to a grueling defeat at the hands of Loyola in the
league championship. Yet, even though the team was successful,
Fairfield students still did not provide the fan support the team
desereved.
So, the team comes back to school with a plethora of home
games on beautiful afternoons and a roster filled with veteran talent.
But, once again, the student support is not there. The team is off to an
impressive 3-1-1 start and is expecting another showdown with
Loyola. I mean we do not have a football team at Fairfield, so why
don't we get fired up for soccer instead.
All right, I'll admit I find soccer to be rather boring as there
is hardly any scoring, but games could become festive if more than
fifty percent of the student body poured out to Campion Field. Who
knows, maybe Tom Logio would become the next Pele with some fan
support. The senior Logio has already said, "I love to showcase my
talent in front of a large crowd. Pressure brings out the best in me."
All of the team members would appreciate some more fan support.
Senior stopper Jay Weinkam said, "I think we deserve more fans than
we've been getting. I just hope that we can get a giant and vocal crowd
for our showdown with Loyola on October 21st."
Well, now I tell you that the Minnesota Vikings and the
Pittsburgh Steelers will shock the world as they each make a run in the
NFL playoffs. Terry Allen and Barry Foster will lead their respective
teams. However, the Super Bowl will come down tot he Eagles and
the Bills, and the AFC will get their first championship in the '90's.
Now for the most disturbing news I've heard about Fairfield
sports in a while. There is a scary rumor that John Mitchell may not
be returning to the cheerleading squad. This would be a major disappointment to all of the female fans, so if you see Mitch please
encourage him to stay on and cheer.
So is it Dan or Dave? Ah, who cares?
For a quick Backyard Classic prediction, I'll take Lethal
Weapons over Raging Mayhem by 2 points as Kevin Stange dunks
on Mike McCarthy for the victory. White Bread and Vanilla Thunder
believe that they have a chance in the tournament too,but we all saw
them falter miserably in the A league playoffs last year,so I'm not too
worried.
Finally, I must tell you that I will try my best to include every
sports team in the paper,so please be patient.
Also, there will be some new features in the sports section
this year, so feel free to let me know what you think. New features will
include a quote of the week,MAAC standings, a Q&A section, and
guest columns.

